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USPTO Enacts Flat Goal Program; POPA Challenges


February 2007 Vol. 07  No. 1


The USPTO is launching its flat goal pilot program after
mischaracterizing the union’s proposals to practically avoid
negotiating on the program altogether. POPA has filed a
grievance challenging the legality of this program and
declaring that the USPTO is committing an unfair labor
practice by unilaterally implementing the program without
completing collective bargaining.


The flat goal program requires a flat goal of production
units per quarter per examiner based on the examiner
spending 80 percent of his/her time examining. It also raises
the production level required for a fully successful
performance rating from 95 percent to 100 percent.
Examiners must complete 100 percent of the assigned goal
to maintain a fully successful rating. Historically, however,
the patent corps averages 70-75 percent examining time, with
the remaining time used for training, appeals conferences,
interviews, leave time, etc. The USPTO’s assumptions of time
needed by examiners to perform non-examining functions


were not based on actual examination data. The program
makes only limited provisions to deal with sick leave or leave
without pay for family or medical reasons and makes no
provisions for the use of annual leave carried over from
previous years.


The USPTO tried to strong-arm POPA by stating in a
Nov. 16 memo to the union:


“Unless you limit your proposals in this bargaining to
the procedures and appropriate arrangements in
response to management’s decision to implement a
Flat Goal Pilot by next Wednesday, November 22,
2006, and agree in writing that you will not further
claim that the entire topic is permissive, we will
conclude that you have no interest in bargaining over
these issues and will begin the implementation process
for the pilot, based upon our last best offer.”


(continued on page 2)


www.popa.org


statement similar to, “You spend a lot of time here, Mr.
Mendez.” This indicated to Mendez that Ondrik had 


(continued on page 3)


Inspector General’s Witness Intimidation of Examiners


A Typical Inspector General Interview, the 800-Pound Gorilla in
the Room


In an apparent case of witness intimidation, an agent
from the Department of Commerce Inspector General’s
Office—with cooperation from the USPTO Office of the
General Counsel (OGC)—investigated, questioned and
pressured two patent examiners who had been subpoenaed
as defense witnesses in the trial of a former employee for
time and attendance abuse, but were under no suspicion of
wrongdoing themselves. POPA is seeking assurances from
the USPTO that it will prevent such workplace intimidation
in the future.


In one case, a paralegal in the OGC sent Primary
Examiner Manual Mendez an e-mail directing him to a
mandatory “interview” with the IG at 11 a.m. that same day.
Mendez was on sick leave that morning and didn’t come to
the office until about 3 p.m., missing the mandatory
interview. Upon his arrival at the office, Mendez read the e-
mail and replied to the OGC explaining his absence, asking
to reschedule, and inquiring about the nature of the
interview. Mendez did not receive a reply to his request.


Two business days later, IG Special Agent Rachel
Ondrik appeared unannounced at Mendez’s USPTO office
door. Mendez invited her in. She closed the door, notified
Mendez that she was conducting a formal investigation and
that he must truthfully answer her questions. She did not
notify Mendez of his rights, including his right to have
representation present. Her questioning began with a
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This appears to be an agency attempt to twist POPA’s
intent as a way to bulldoze its way into the program without
required bargaining.


The agency’s program, however, is illegal because
statute and case law require that a federal employee’s
performance appraisal plan “to the maximum extent
possible, permit the accurate evaluation of job performance
on the basis of objective criteria.”  5 U.S.C. § 4302(b)(1).


For years, the current examiner performance appraisal
plans have measured examiners’ performance in six-minute
intervals. The flat goal would no longer account for all the
actual duties performed by an examiner and, thus, would not
be measuring performance “to the maximum extent
feasible.”


The flat goal program is also illegal because it denies
employees their statutory entitlement to use their accrued
sick and annual leave. The flat goal program only accounts
for the use of annual leave accrued during a particular
quarter. If an employee has accrued leave and desires to
take additional leave in a quarter, the examiner would still
be responsible for achieving 100 percent of his/her assigned
flat goal. This effectively denies the employee the right to
use annual leave.


Similarly, an examiner’s flat goal would only be adjusted
for the use of sick leave if the sick leave becomes “long
term.” Again, under the agency’s flat goal program,
examiners are expected to achieve the flat goal even when
sick for short periods, effectively denying employees the
benefit of sick leave.
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Flat Goal Program
(continued from page 1)


Numbers Don’t Lie
USPTO statistics on examining-time percentages


suggest that, if the flat goal program had been enacted in
fiscal year 2006, many examiners’ performance would
have been less than fully successful.


Using FY 2006 production numbers, the agency
calculated that, of more than 40 art units in one
technology center, only 6 averaged 80 percent or better
examining time. Thus, the vast majority of employees in
that technology center were averaging less than 80
percent examining time. The benchmark for fully
successful performance under the flat goal program,
however, is based on the agency’s arbitrary determination
that an examiner will have 80 percent examining time.


In another technology center of more than 15 art
units, not one averaged more than 80 percent examining
time in FY 2006.


Using fiscal year 2005 numbers, in a third technology
center of more than 30 art units, only one art unit
accomplished an 80 percent average examining time.


If the USPTO institutes the flat goal program
throughout the examining corps, as it proposes to do in
its 2007-2012 Strategic Plan, the numbers indicate that
some individuals may meet their goals, but most
examiners will fail.


Telephone Art Unit Office
Union Office 571-272-7161 – RND-1D61


571-272-7162
571-272-2690 REM-2A48


Officers
President
Robert D. Budens 571-272-0897 1648 REM-3A35
Vice President
Lawrence J. Oresky  571-272-6930 3652 KNX-3B11
Secretary
Howard J. Locker 571-272-0980 1661 REM-2C81
Assistant Secretary
Pamela R. Schwartz  571-272-1528 1774 REM-10C75
Treasurer
Randall P. Myers 571-272-7526 2646 KNX-6B81


Chemical Area Delegates 
Renee Berry 571-272-1459 1762 REM-8D54
Dr. Kathleen Duda   571-272-1383 1756 REM-9A65
Dr. Patricia Duffy 571-272-0855 1645 REM-3B05
G. R. Ewoldt 571-272-0843 1644 REM-3C83
Jennifer Graser 571-272-0858 1645 hoteling
Adrienne Johnstone 571-272-1218 1733 REM-7B19
Christine Saoud 571-272-0891 1647 REM-4E81
Dr. Larry Tarazano   571-272-1515 1773 REM-6A69
Geraldina Visconti 571-272-1334 1752 REM-9D55


Telephone Art Unit Office


Electrical Area Delegates
Vincent Boccio 571-272-7373 2621 KNX-6D15
Azizul Choudhury 571-272-3909 2145 RND-4C65
Bill Deane 571-272-7484 2642 KNX-7D77
Albert Gagliardi 571-272-2436 2878 JEF-5C83
Kim Lockett 571-272-2067 2837 JEF-10C73
Adnan Mirza 571-272-3885 2145 RND-4A15
B. James Peikari 571-272-4185 2189 hoteling
Michael Shingleton   571-272-1770 2817 JEF-5D19
Scott J. Sugarman 571-272-2340 2873 JEF-3D11
Jeff Swearingen 571-272-3921 2145 RND-4C61
Julie Anne Watko 571-272-7597 2627 KNX-8A75
Howard Weiss 571-272-1720 2814 JEF-5A15


Mechanical Area Delegates
Ella Colbert 571-272-6741 3694 KNX-5D61
David Isabella 571-272-4749 3738 RND-6D15
Vinh Luong 571-272-7109 3682 KNX-3C03
David Reip 571-272-4702 3731 RND-6B81
David Shay 571-272-4773 3735 RND-7A75


Designs and Others
Melanie H. Tung 571-272-2613 2911 REM-5B87


POPA will continue to report developments on this
program and cautions examiners to thoroughly review the
details of the flat goal program before enrolling—this
program can be harmful to an examiner’s career health.


2006 POPA Election Results and 2007 Executive Committee Roster
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obtained and reviewed his badge-in/badge-out turnstile
records before the interview. She then questioned Mendez’s
own time recording practices with questions similar to, “Can
you certify that your timesheets are correct?” Ondrik also
questioned Mendez about his conduct with questions like,
“Could you describe any problems or issues of conduct that
you had in the past?”


This investigative interview lasted approximately 2.5
hours. Ondrik also made a closing statement similar to, “I
checked you out, and you’re okay,” referring to Mendez’s
time and attendance. This showed that Ondrik also obtained
Mendez’s 690E timesheets for comparison with the turnstile
records.


In the second examiner’s case, Ondrik called the
examiner and demanded that the examiner meet with her
that day for an interview. The examiner asked to make an
appointment on another day because of prior job
commitments. Ondrik then called the examiner’s group
director, who called the examiner to say that the interview
was mandatory. This disrupted the examiner’s work schedule
and caused embarrassment in front of the group director
and supervisor.


After setting an interview time, the examiner contacted
POPA Vice President Larry Oresky to be present at the
interview. With a POPA rep present, Ondrik did not
question the examiner about time accounting practices.
Ondrik did question the examiner about what had been said
to the attorney of the examiner under criminal investigation
for time fraud. 


At the time of their interviews with Ondrik, neither
examiner was suspected of wrongdoing. It appears the only
reason for singling out these examiners for IG investigation
and questioning was that they both were subpoenaed to
appear as witnesses for the defense in a criminal case
stemming from irregularities between a former employee’s
timesheets and turnstile records.


This looks like blatant intimidation of defense witnesses
and misuse of official position by an agent of the U.S.
government. It appears that the USPTO clearly cooperated
with Ondrik’s unwarranted investigation of these two
employees by providing turnstile records and 690E
timesheets.


POPA agrees with Mendez’s suggestion, in the following
letter to Director Dudas, for better training on timekeeping
to avoid mistakes. This would demonstrate a concern for
employee success, rather than the agency’s current “gotcha”
atmosphere. The same is true for the USPTO Office of
General Counsel, which needs to protect the rights of
agency employees.


The overzealous attention to badge-out details furthers
the agency’s on-site management by fear and punishment.
USPTO office workers face criminal prosecution and the
possibility of being subpoenaed to testify against colleagues.
Employees are, in effect, punished for coming to work, while


those off site on telework or hoteling don’t have that
intimidation. If the USPTO is not concerned about badge-
in/badge-out requirements for employees working off
campus, why should it worry so about those who choose to
work on campus?


POPA urges any bargaining unit member who is called
to a meeting with a representative of the Inspector Gener -
al’s Office to contact a POPA representative immediately.
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Witness Intimidation
(continued from page 1)


An Open Letter to Director Dudas
Dear Mr. Dudas:


I am a primary examiner who was interrogated by
Department of Commerce Inspector General (IG)
personnel after being subpoenaed by the defense [in an
ongoing criminal prosecution of a former examiner on time
fraud charges].  


In the pursuit of justice, the USPTO must recognize
that every examiner has constitutional rights that must be
respected during investigations on our premises. Clear
guidelines need to be established so that all examiners in
this office understand their rights and responsibilities,
especially in an IG investigation.


It is very disappointing that after my almost 20 years of
federal service, no department within this office cares about
my rights as an employee. The USPTO General Counsel
should be required to do more than just provide information
about examiners to the IG. At least, the General Counsel
attorneys should ensure constitutional fairness in the IG
fact-finding activities instead of justifying their inaction
under the false assumption that they cannot interfere with
this process. Such inaction will inevitably result in the
collection of tainted evidence as the courts recognize the
illegalities of these activities.


Finally, based on my interrogation, this agency and the
Commerce Department IG expect perfection concerning
timekeeping reporting requirements. Unfortunately, this
standard cannot be achieved unless the electronic security
system is linked to the “timesheet” software. More
importantly, the USPTO should update the April 2000
memorandum that abolished the sign-in/sign-out sheets to
delineate clear disciplinary guidelines based on the
perfection standard and requiring supervisors to provide
yearly training about timekeeping requirements. It is
presently impossible to meet the perfection standard since
the security system does not provide instant and verifiable
“time in/time out” data, easily accessible by each employee.
To bring criminal actions against employees having time
discrepancies without offering counseling, rehabilitation,
and/or progressive discipline is simply abusive and will
inevitably affect the productivity and retention goals of this
office.  


Very respectfully,
Manuel Mendez, Primary Patent Examiner
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7 Percent Special Pay 
Increase Kicks In


Patent professionals received an early holiday gift of a 7
percent boost in their paychecks as the special pay rate
increase requested by the USPTO, with vital input from
POPA, went into effect early last December. USPTO
Director Jon Dudas announced the increase on Nov. 21,
shortly before Thanksgiving.


All but approximately 100 patent professionals
currently covered by the GS-1220 job series received the
raise in their Dec. 21, 2006, pay. Those remaining recipients
should have received their increase with back pay dating to
Nov. 21 from the National Finance Center, the pay-
processing agency, in their paycheck of Jan. 4, 2007.


The USPTO submitted the increase request in August
2006 after Deputy Commissioner for Patent Operations
Peggy Focarino and POPA President Robert Budens agreed
earlier in the year to have management representative
Maria Nuzzolillo work with former POPA President Ron
Stern to craft a formal special pay rate increase request to
the Office of Personnel Management.


After receiving the Nov. 21 notice to all affected
employees from USPTO Director Jon Dudas, POPA
President Robert Budens wrote to Director Dudas, Deputy
USPTO Director Steve Pinkos, Commissioner of Patents
John Doll, Peggy Focarino and USPTO Chief
Administrative Officer Vickers Meadows:


“I want to extend my and POPA’s heartfelt
congratulations and appreciation for your outstanding
combined efforts in successfully obtaining approval of
the special pay rate request for employees. It is
especially gratifying to see that it will go into effect in
the next pay period. There is no doubt in my mind
that this increase in the special pay rate will have a
noticeable impact on the morale and retention of
employees.


“I would like to offer special thanks to Maria
Nuzzolillo, Ron Stern, John Mielcarek, Howard Staik
and Dale Polley for all their hard work in putting
together the special pay rate submission. Without their
institutional experience, this task would have been
considerably more difficult.


“Congratulations to one and all on this great news
for employees and the agency.”


Employees also received a 1.7 percent January across-
the-board increase that kicked in the week of Jan.7.
Originally, the USPTO had unintentionally requested the 7
percent special rate increase request to be in place of the
regular 2007 overall raise. POPA pointed out the need to file
the 7 percent special rate increase request as an out-of-cycle,
supplemental request. This would allow the 7 percent
increase to begin immediately upon approval and then have
the new pay scale increased by the 1.7 percent national
portion of the regular January across-the-board pay raise.
(While the full Washington area locality pay raise was 2.64


percent, employees on special pay rates are not entitled to
receive the locality portion of the January pay increase.)
Otherwise, the employees’ pay increase would almost
immediately begin to be diluted when the January across-
the-board raise was implemented. The USPTO agreed,
enabling the special rate increase to begin in November and
the additional 1.7 percent to be added in January.


Recertification Change Announced
The USPTO has heeded feedback from POPA and


employees about the recertification process and has
temporarily changed the recertification schedule for 2007.


Since fiscal year 2003, the agency has reviewed for
recertification one-third of all GS 14 and 15 patent
examiners and some at GS 13 in each of the past three
years. The change announced by the USPTO states:


“Examiners who were successfully recertified in FY
2004 – FY 2006 will not be subject to the enhanced review
portion of the recertification process for one three-year
cycle as long as they have earned (or will earn) a rating of at
least “Fully Successful” in all quality elements of the
performance appraisal plan in the year the examiner was
recertified and the two fiscal years following recertification.”


The only reason given for this temporary change was to
enable the USPTO “to more effectively focus our quality
improvement efforts.” The announcement states that the
agency plans to reinstitute the enhanced review in 2010.
What’s not clear from the agency’s explanation is: If it is
more effective to focus quality improvement efforts else -
where now, how and why would that be different in 2010?


POPA urges the USPTO to make this change
permanent, saving the agency time and cost, and saving the
employees a lot of unnecessary grief.
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Is a Certification Exam
Necessary?


The following is excerpted from a letter POPA received
in early November.


I don’t think [the certification exam] is necessary for
two reasons: 1) It’s not practical. The test materials are not
related to our work. If the exam is irrelevant to our daily
work, it’s not going to improve the quality of our work, and
therefore it’s not practical; 2) It’s not fair. If we are doing
the same work as the GS 13+ people who have not taken
the exam, if they can do their jobs fine why do junior exam -
iners need to take the exam to become GS 13 examiners?


One of my coworkers took two biweeks leave just to
study for the exam, and she failed it. Her production
dropped to below 50 percent and she had to work lots of
overtime to make her production back to 100 percent in
the following months. I don’t think encouraging examiners
to use their personal vacation time to prepare for the exam
is a right thing, but they really don’t have any other choice.


Please reevaluate the necessity of the exam.
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You recently got a promotion? Congratulations! Were
you promoted during an award period? If yes, you need to
properly calculate your production to qualify for an award.
Award periods and promotion periods often coincide and
this can complicate the calculation of an employee’s
production achievement necessary to receive an award.


Examiners generally can strive for two examiner
production awards—the Special Achievement Award (SAA)
and the Productivity Gainsharing Award. The award period
for an SAA is any four consecutive quarters. For the
Gainsharing Award, the award period is the fiscal year (Oct.
1 through Sept. 30). The promotion period, on the other
hand, is the 13 biweeks preceding the promotion.


Supervisors are responsible for explaining to examiners
how to calculate production for an award when a promotion
occurs during the award period. But most examiners can
benefit from this review.
■ If the promotion occurs during the award period, the


production goal changes after the promotion to the new,
higher productivity level of the new grade or signatory
authority.


■ The minimum production required to justify a promotion
up to GS 13 during the promotion period is half way
between the regular goal of the previous grade and the
goal of the newly promoted grade. But that is not
sufficient to get an award; in fact, it is merely the base
goal for calculating the productivity necessary to justify
an award.


■ When the promotion occurs during an SAA award
period, an employee must achieve 110 percent of the
production goal necessary to receive the promotion for
the 13 biweeks of the promotion period and, in addition,
have whatever other achievement would be required to
qualify for an award during the portions of the award
period before and after the promotion period.


■ Likewise, when the promotion occurs during a
Gainsharing award period, an employee must achieve
110, 120 or 130 percent of the production goal necessary
to receive the promotion for the 13 biweeks of the
promotion period and, in addition, have whatever other
achievement would be required to qualify for an award
for the portions of the award period before and after the
promotion period.


■ For permanent grants of signatory authority, i.e.,
permanent partial signatory authority or permanent full
signatory authority: You must do 10 percent above the
required productivity level to get the permanent grant,
which is 95 percent of the level of the permanent partial
signatory authority or permanent full signatory authority,
for the period of the temporary grant. Note that in both
temporary partial and full signatory authority the period
of the grant is 13 biweeks. The productivity base for an


award for the short period between the end of the
temporary partial signatory authority or the end of the
temporary full signatory grant and the effective date of
the permanent grant is GS 13 and partial signatory
authority, respectively. This is because the temporary
grant ends before the grant is made permanent.


Examples for Differing Awards
Consider this award and promotion example:
For one GS 9 examiner, the SAA award period begins


Dec. 11, 2005, and ends Jan. 6, 2007 (28 biweeks). This
number can vary between 26-28 biweeks depending on how
many biweeks the USPTO has assigned to each quarter. The
examiner receives a promotion to GS 11 on Aug. 20, 2006.


■ For the first five biweeks (Dec. 11, 2005, to Feb. 18, 2006)
GS 9 production applies.


■ For the 13 biweeks of the promotion period (Feb. 19,
2006, to Aug. 19, 2006), the production goal base for an
award is halfway between the GS 9 and GS 11 goals.


■ For the remaining 10 biweeks of the award period (from
Aug. 19, 2006, to Jan. 6, 2007), the GS 11 production goal
applies.


■ To qualify for an award, the examiner must perform at
least 10 percent more than the above identified
production goals for each of these three respective
periods.


In another example, with the same award period for the
same GS 9 examiner, change the promotion date to Feb. 5,
2006:


■ For the four biweeks prior to the promotion (from Dec.
11, 2005, to Feb. 4, 2006) the base production for an
award is halfway between the GS 9 and GS 11 goals.


■ For the remaining biweeks in the award period (Feb. 5,
2006, to Jan. 6, 2007), the GS 11 goal applies.


■ To qualify for an award, the examiner must perform at
least 10 percent above the award base for each of these
two respective periods.


If the promotion or permanent grant of signatory
authority occurs before the award period, it determines the
new productivity level for the award period. If the promo -
tion or permanent grant of signatory authority occurs after
the award period, the productivity for the award period
faces no adjustment because there’s no guarantee of a
promotion. If the promotion is not received, the employee
will not be penalized.
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Know Your Rights


Calculating Awards 
with Promotions


“Pleasure in the job puts 
perfection in the work.”


—Aristotle
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POPA Recognizes 
Members’ Service


POPA acknowledges outstanding volunteer service for
the association with annual awards. Recipients take home a
plaque and our thanks for the many, many hours of time
they contribute to bettering the work lives of their fellow
USPTO employees. 


[The awardees pictured below attended the annual
meeting; those not shown were unable to be present.]


The Lifetime Achievement
Award, one of POPA’s
highest awards, went to
Lawrence J. Oresky for his
leadership, dedication and
tireless efforts in effectively
representing his fellow patent
professionals for 36 years, 22
of them as vice president.


The Ronald J. Stern
Outstanding Service Award was bestowed on Howard J.
Locker for his achievements in successfully representing his
fellow professionals in adverse actions and arbitrations.


The Grievance Director’s Award went to Patricia Duffy for
her achievements in representing her fellow professionals in
grievances and investigations.


The Special Service Award for
dedication and service to patent
professionals was given to Kim
Lockett for representing her
fellow professionals and fostering
effective communications among
professionals, and to Celia
Murphy for providing her graph -
ical artistry to POPA’s commun -
ications with fellow professionals.


The Voluntary Service Award for
enthusiasm, dedication and volunteer spirit in conducting
the 2006 election was bestowed on POPA Election
Committee Chairman Edward Miller and on Election
Committee member Mark Osele for the considerable


assistance he provided to Ed
throughout the election process.
POPA also extends its thanks to
the mem bers of the Election
Committee who assisted in
conducting the POPA election:
Rashmi Sharma, Jasmine Clark,
Diane Mizrahi, Noreen Ferrante,
Nahid Amiri, Celia Murphy,
Thomas Valone, and Stephen
Elmore.
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IN MEMORIAM
Gene M. Munson


TC 2800 Primary Examiner Gene M. Munson passed
away Sat., Dec. 30, 2006. Gene was a long-time POPA
representative and POPA supporter.


We extend our condolences to Gene’s wife, Suzanne,
and three sons, Mike, Tim and Bjorn.


Gene began his USPTO career in 1974 and was first
elected as a POPA representative for Group 250 in 1983.
With subsequent reelections he represented Group 2500
and Tech Center 2800, continuously serving his fellow
examiners for 23 years.


Gene was both an examiner and an attorney. Over
the years as a member of the POPA Executive
Committee Gene provided legal representation for the
entire bargaining unit and for individual unit members.
Gene was instrumental in the early automation
negotiations. He served as chair of the automation
committee and filed several legal briefs in litigation
surrounding those negotiations. Gene also served as chief
negotiator in the religious compensatory time
negotiations, which resulted in an agreement on religious
compensatory time for patent professionals. More
recently Gene had used his legal expertise to write an
appeal brief and present oral arguments before the Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit on a removal action
for a fellow examiner in TC 2800.


Gene went about his work as a POPA representative
in a quiet manner, always helping those in his area by
dispensing legal advice or referring examiners to the
POPA representative who could offer the best counsel.


His many friends on the POPA Executive Commit -
tee and in Tech Center 2800 will greatly miss Gene.


Lawrence Oresky [right]
accepts the Lifetime Achieve-
ment Award from POPA 
President Robert Budens.


Celia Murphy receives the
Special Service Award
from POPA President
Robert Budens.


Ed Miller [right] accepts the
Voluntary Service Award
from POPA President
Robert Budens.


Patent Office Professional Association
Letters from readers are welcome. Address to:


The Editor, Patent Office Professional Association,
P.O. Box 2745, Arlington, VA 22202 


Officers
Robert D. Budens, President, (571) 272-0897


Lawrence J. Oresky
Vice President/Director of Grievances, (571) 272-6930


Howard Locker, Secretary/
Director of Adverse Action Challenges, (571) 272-0980


Pamela R. Schwartz, Assistant Secretary/
Director of Unfair Labor Practices, (571) 272-1528


Randy Myers, Treasurer, (571) 272-7526


Visit us on the Web at http://www.popa.org
© 2007 Patent Office Professional Association
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POPA Works with Congressional Leaders on 
Patent Reform Act Provisions


October 2007 Vol. 07  No. 4


Administration-wide policies now require patent
examiners to undergo more stringent security/background
checks. The agency will oblige all examiners promoted to
GS-13 or above to complete exhaustive background
questionnaires and permission forms for security checks
beginning January 2008. The USPTO already has been
requiring this of examiners hired since March 2007.


The administration elevated the patent examiner
position from a low-level risk designation to a moderate-
level risk, resulting in increased scrutiny. POPA negotiated
the January 2008 delayed implementation of the
requirement to provide examiners time to gather the
required information and ensure their financial obligations
are in order.


The forms to be completed by examiners – Standard
Form (SF) 85P and Optional Form (OF) 306 – are lengthy
and extraordinarily detailed. The SF 85P requires
information on residences, employers, schools, and personal


POPA officials met with House Majority Leader Steny
Hoyer (D-Md.) and House Subcommittee on Courts, the
Internet and Intellectual Property Chairman Howard
Berman (D-Calif.) in early September and agreed on Patent
Reform Act (H.R. 1908) language that protects the integrity


www.popa.org


Rep. Berman speaks at an April 2007 press conference to introduce
the Patent Reform Act. Joining him are (from left to right) Sen.
Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.), Rep. Lamar Smith (R-Texas), Rep. Rick
Boucher (D-Va.), and Sen. Orrin Hatch (R-Utah).


of the American patent system’s prior art searches.
The congressional meeting occurred after POPA


distributed a policy paper voicing the Association’s concerns
about proposals in an earlier version of the House
legislation that would have enabled the USPTO to
effectively outsource the patent search, “allowing applicants
to contract searches to anyone, including foreign entities,”
wrote POPA.


POPA’s paper also called for Congress to help the
USPTO “do the job right the first time” by switching its
focus from “rework solutions” to retaining highly skilled
patent examiners and providing them with sufficient time
and resources.


Essential Search Safeguards
The bill’s original Applicant Quality Submission (AQS)


proposal would have required applicants to provide a search
report of all relevant patent and non-patent literature. “The
search is a critical part of the examination process and
should remain an inherently governmental function
performed by patent examiners who are free of conflicts of
interest,” wrote POPA. Congress historically has agreed, as 


(continued on page 2)


references, including all dates and addresses/phone numbers,
going back seven years. It also obliges an employee to sign a
form releasing the government to investigate “my academic,
residential, achievement, performance, attendance,
disciplinary, employment history, criminal history record
information and financial and credit information.”
Examiners will not be required to sign the release of
medical information, including mental health information,
unless the investigation subsequently shows that it is
warranted. However, determining if it is warranted is at the
government’s total discretion.


The OF 306 is a simpler form, but examiners must read
and complete it very carefully. If any items are incorrect, the
agency can claim the employee lied, which may result in
termination.


To better prepare, examiners can view and print the
forms to see what information they will be required to 


(continued on page 3)


Examiners to Face Increased Security Scrutiny with
New Background Checks
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in 2005 legislation that provided protections when
contracting-out the prior art search.


Rep. Berman, who was instrumental in designing the
2005 legislative safeguards, changed the bill to make an
applicant search an option rather than a requirement. The
revised legislation also states that if the applicant does not
perform the search, the search must be performed by one or
more individuals who are U.S. citizens or by a commercial
entity that is organized under the laws of the United States
or any U.S. state and that employs U.S. citizens to perform
such searches. The bill also now states that any applicant-
submitted search report required by the USPTO may not
substitute in any way for a search by a USPTO examiner of
the prior art during examination.


This new language shields the patent system by
guaranteeing that those in conflict with American interests
don’t perform applicants’ searches. It also ensures that
unbiased, independent agents employed solely for the public
good—that is, USPTO patent examiners—conduct the
ultimate search used to determine patentability.


The USPTO’s agenda runs contrary to this goal, as
demonstrated at a Sept. 12 presentation by USPTO
managers to the Biotechnology/Chemical/Pharmaceutical
Customer Partnership, a group of private sector customers.
The new search-integrity language supported by Rep.
Berman would prevent the USPTO “from giving full faith
and credit” to the applicant search, warned Technology
Center1600 Director George Elliot and Supervisor Remy
Yucel, both of whom the USPTO has detailed temporarily
to Capitol Hill offices.


The managers’ opposition to this outcome underscores
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Patent Reform Act Provisions
(continued from page 1)


the USPTO’s goal to indeed give “full faith and credit” to
applicants’ private sector searches for all purposes, including
the granting of a patent. This illustrates the agency’s
unspoken plan to take time and responsibility for an
impartial search away from examiners and place them in the
hands of patent applicants. 


More Improvements Needed
POPA will continue to work with members of Congress


to address other issues in the pending legislation still of
concern to patent professionals:


■ Congressional Oversight: The Patent Reform bill
would reduce transparency “by giving the USPTO broad
rule-making authority to set and adjust fees,” wrote POPA
in its policy paper. “Congressional oversight is necessary to
insure efficient operations of the agency and to safeguard
against elimination of outsourcing protections.”


■ Inequitable Conduct: The bill would adopt a
materiality standard for determining inequitable conduct.


■ Best Mode Requirement: Removing this requirement
would diminish the worth of the U.S. patent system by
eliminating the quid pro quo of the patent system, which is
based on full disclosure of inventions to the American
people in exchange for granting exclusive rights to the
inventor for a limited time.


■ First Inventor to File: POPA opposes this proposal
unless and until foreign patent systems provide for grace
periods for inventors analogous to U.S. patent laws.  The
House, but not the Senate, has adopted such language.


■ Apportionment of Damages: Limiting damages would
undermine patents and encourage infringement.


Examiners Need More Time
POPA’s policy paper outlined a formula to fortify the


patent system by directly allocating time to patent
examiners to do a high-quality job the first time. “Rework 


(continued on next page)


Examiners are Basic to Patent Reform
The following is excerpted from a July 23, 2007,


Boston Globe editorial entitled “Patently Flawed.”


“Yet the bill is silent on what both sides agree is a
fundamental problem: the inadequate staffing of the
patent office, which can lead to approval of
undeserving patents. There is now a backlog of 600,000
applications [Ed. Note:  most recent USPTO data puts
the backlog at 753,000 cases], and an examiner has just
19 hours on average to spend on each application.”


“Congress is now loath to appropriate more for any
government function without an offsetting cut in
funding or increase in revenue elsewhere. But finding
more money for more patent examiners should rate at
least as high a priority as amending the patent law.
And no reform of the law should weaken the patents
that drive this state’s innovative economy.”


House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer addressing the U.S. House of
Representatives.
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provide. Go to www.opm.gov, at the top of the right column
click on Forms and follow the prompts. Doing so may give
examiners more time to remedy any possible problems prior
to their investigation. For example, examiners may have
time to update student loan payments, taxes and other
financial obligations detailed on the forms. POPA also
requested that the USPTO notify POPA bargaining unit
members before investigations begin.


POPA vigorously protested the necessity and
unnecessary expense of raising the risk-level designation of
patent examiners and doing intensive background checks of
veteran patent examiners, including some who have served
the federal government for 40+ years. The USPTO stated
that the determination was not its call, but required by the
Office of Personnel Management and the Commerce
Department Inspector General, relying in part for its
authority on 5 U.S.C 3301 (dating from the Eisenhower
administration), 5 C.F.R, 731 and the Bush administration’s
Homeland Security Presidential Directive-12 (HSPD-12)
requiring government-wide ID badges.


Some senior examiners indicated that the new
background investigation was an insult to their profes sion -
alism and work history and shared that they would retire
instead of submitting to the investigation. The agency
therefore agreed to require the background checks of the
most senior, retirement-eligible examiners last. Other 
exam iners asked if they could voluntarily take a demotion to  
GS-12 to avoid it—the agency stated that it will do all it can
to avoid pushing its most experienced examiners out the
door.


The same concerns apply for USPTO managers, who
will also be required to complete the security investiga tions.


Look to www.popa.org for further developments.


Appropriations Committees Send
Marching Orders to USPTO


Members of the House and Senate Appropriations
Committees communicated in plain language their
expectations for the USPTO’s employee relations in 2008.


The reports, accompanying the fiscal year 2008
appropriations bills that passed out of committee, delineated
appropriations figures and outlined brief to-do items for the
USPTO.


The House report stated:


“The Committee requests that the PTO submit to the
Committee, no later than 90 days after enactment of
this Act, PTO’s current and planned hiring efforts,
current efforts and statistics on the retention of
examiners, the affect additional staff and policy
changes will have on reducing the [patent] backlog,
and the impact of the backlog on technological
innovations and American competitiveness.”


The Senate report contained more forthright wording
on the agency’s labor-relations track record:


“The Committee has been concerned with the poor
relations between management and patent examiners
and believes that these relations must be improved if
the USPTO is going to be successful at attracting and
retaining examiners. The Committee encourages the
USPTO leadership to have continuous dialogue with
its employees and their representatives in order to
resolve outstanding issues between the two groups.”


In its section on Patent Operations, the report also
commented:


“The Committee firmly believes that providing
continuous education training for examiners is a
critical element of USPTO’s human capital strategy
and has included language in the bill providing a
floor amount for training activities in fiscal year
2008.”


The Senate appropriations directs the USPTO to
employ “not less than 8,522 full-time equivalents” or 9,000
positions for patent examination. It also sets the USPTO a
minimum goal of $18 million for personnel training.


POPA thanks for their continued support:
■ The leaders of the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee
on Commerce, Justice, Science and Related Agencies—
Chairwoman Barbara Mikulski (D-Md.) and Ranking
Member Richard Shelby (R-Ala.), and
■ The leaders of the House Appropriations Subcommittee
on Commerce, Justice, Science and Related Agencies—
Chairman Alan Mollahan (D-W.V.) and Ranking Member
Rodney Frelinghuysen (R-N.J.)


New Background Checks 
(continued from page 1)


solutions undercut the economic value of patents by
dramatically increasing litigation costs and eliminating the
certainty required by venture capitalists who provide funds
to bring an invention to market,” stated the POPA policy
paper. POPA recommends setting an average time goal for
examiners equal to the average total filing fee per
application divided by the average examiner hourly salary.
Filing fees represent approximately 30 percent of the total
USPTO patent fee income, leaving more than two-thirds of
fees to cover overhead expenses.


The full POPA policy paper is available at:
www.popa.org/html/issues/prodperfexam.htm#04sep2007


Patent Reform Act Provisions
(continued from page 2)
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POPA Proposes Negotiations on
Rules Changes


In response to the USPTO’s planned Nov. 1 implemen -
tation of its new rules package limiting the number of claims
and continuing applications a patent applicant may file,
POPA has proposed the nearly unprece dented idea of post-
implementation labor-management negotiations. The agency
began training employees on the rules changes in mid-
September and is continuing through October.


At press time, the agency had not agreed to the delayed
bargaining, which POPA offered due to the high level of
uncertainty about the patent community’s reaction to the
rules.


The USPTO originally proposed rule changes for public
comment in January 2006.  The agency received over 500
comments—virtually all of them negative. It was the largest
public response to a patents rules-change scheme in recent
memory. In response, the agency pulled back on its plans
and issued revised final rules on August 21, 2007. The 129-
page Federal Register notice can be seen at: www.uspto.gov/
web/offices/com/sol/notices/72fr46716.pdf.


The rules changes suggested last year would have cut
the number of acceptable continuing applications to one.
The public uproar convinced the USPTO to allow up to two
continuations and one request for continued examination
(RCE). The new rules would also allow up to five indepen -
dent claims and up to 25 total claims unless the applicant
submits an Examination Support Document (ESD), which
enables the applicant to file additional claims.


How patent applicants will react to these rules is up in
the air. Depending on how widely used they are, the rules
may result in fewer claims yet greater total filings and
therefore increased patent pendency. For example,
applicants may not widely use ESDs due to fears of estoppel
and charges of inequitable conduct during infringement
litigation. However, some technologies may have little
choice but to rely on ESDs because of the need to file more
than 25 total claims. If, alternatively, ESDs are heavily used,
it is unclear to what extent examiners will be required to
evaluate the sufficiency of the ESD submissions.


Another POPA concern is that some changes may
affect some examiners or technologies differently. Impacts
may vary among technology centers and possibly among art
units within the same tech center. For example, the limits on
continuing applications may well impact examiners’ ability


to meet production goals in the chemical areas, business
methods and some computer areas more than in other
technologies.


In addition, examiners may find their dockets
temporarily reduced while applicants and their attorneys
decide on the number of claims in currently pending
applications.


Applicants’ disclosure of co-pending applications with
patentably indistinct claims could increase the need for
double-patenting rejections and terminal disclaimers if
applicants choose not to cancel the overlapping claims.


These uncertainties complicate meaningful impact and
implementation negotiations between the USPTO and
POPA. With outcomes so unknown, working out reasonable
protections for employees is difficult.


Under most circumstances, POPA bargains on the
impact and implementation of changes in working
conditions before the changes are implemented. Historically,
POPA has been very adept at accurately predicting impacts
on employees. 


The many uncertainties surrounding these particular
rules changes, however, have made predicting the impacts of
the rules changes on employees almost impossible. This
creates a dangerous situation for POPA’s bargaining unit
employees. If the union were to negotiate now and
incorrectly identify the real impacts on employees, it would
be precluded from negotiating later over the same topics
when the real impacts became clear.


With post-implementation negotiations, POPA can
identify the rules changes’ impacts and the employees
affected by them. POPA would then work with management
to find remedies and apply them retroactively.
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Your New POPA Reps
POPA President Robert Budens recently appointed


Dionne Pendleton of TC 2600 to the POPA Executive
Committee as an Electrical-area delegate. Pendleton (phone
x27497) holds a B.S. in electrical engineering from North
Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University and has
been a USPTO employee for eight years.


Pendleton previously examined in Class 381(Audio) and
Class 455 (Telecommunications) and is currently examining
in Class 369 (Dynamic Information Storage or Retrieval) in
Art Unit 2627.


POPA’s bylaws authorize the union president to appoint
delegates to POPA’s Executive Committee when vacancies
occur between biannual union elections.


The Joint Labor Management Committee also gained
new POPA representation when Budens appointed Erica
Cadugan (x24474) of TC 3700 to serve on the Mechanical
Discussion Group.  Cadugan will join Discussion Group
Chairman Greg Gilbert (x24725) and Chris Schwartz
(x27123). The Mechanical Discussion Group forwards
examiner problems and suggestions from the Mechanical
Tech Centers to the overall Joint Labor Management
Committee to work towards resolution. 


Are You Over-Ruled?
After the new rules kick in Nov. 1, contact your


POPA rep or the Feedback section at www.popa.org to
communi cate how the implementation of the new rules
affects your work. Your input is essential. Only if POPA
knows how the rules impact you can your union
negotiate meaningful workplace protections.
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POPA, USPTO Work to Reduce
Early Terminations of


Probationary Employees
POPA and USPTO management are working to reverse


an ominous trend towards early termination of probationary
employees.


POPA representatives met recently with Deputy
Commissioner Peggy Focarino to inform her that an
increasing number of new examiners were being fired at the
end of their eight-month Patent Training Academy
experience or shortly after reporting to their respective
technology centers. POPA cautioned that such premature
termination did not bode well for examiner retention and
training. Focarino agreed to give new examiners a better
chance to succeed.


Several new probationary examiners this summer told
POPA that they were terminated either when the Patent
Training Academy session ended or soon thereafter. On the
final day of Patent Training Academy, most examiners
gathered up their belongings and moved to their new offices
in their respective art units. Not everyone moved, however.
Some examiners were asked to wait in a room while the
others moved. These examiners were then given notice that
they were not moving to their art unit and that they were
being terminated on the spot. They were let go before they
got a chance to work for their supervisor and demonstrate
performance on the job.


Deputy Commissioner Focarino was receptive to
POPA’s complaints made on behalf of these examiners.
After some investigation, Focarino took action to reverse
the trend towards premature dismissal so that new
examiners have a reasonable chance to prove they can do
the job within the two-year probationary period.


While the agency appears to be giving new employees
more time to adjust to real-life work demands, the agency
hasn’t informed POPA of the parameters of its retention
efforts. Probationary employees can still be released from
service at any time within the two-year probationary period.
As this case shows, however, probationary employees can
still benefit from POPA assistance and representation.


Approximately two years ago, the USPTO decided to
double the one-year probationary period, stating the time
was needed to fully evaluate new examiners. The USPTO
jumped at the opportunity to implement the Federal Career
Intern Program (FCIP), which provided for doubling or
tripling the probationary period for new employees at GS-7
to GS-9. 


POPA requested negotiations when notified of the
USPTO’s intent to double the length of the probationary
period. One of POPA’s primary interests in negotiations was
to ameliorate the impact on new employees who would now
be at risk for termination for little or no reason and with
almost non-existent appeal rights for the first two to three
years of their federal careers.


The USPTO put the program in place without


completing negotiations with POPA as required by law. This
left POPA to litigate while the USPTO began hiring new
employees subject to a two-year probationary period.


Shortly after implementing the FCIP, the USPTO
started its new Patent Training Academy—newly hired
patent examiners would now go through an eight-month
training. The first examiners in this program did not begin
working with patent applications until about four months
into training while still attending lectures and covering
training topics. Therefore, the first trainees had only about
four months of actual examination experience by the time
they graduated from the Patent Training Academy.
Examiners hired under the previous initial training scheme
had about 7-1/2 months of actual examination experience in
the same period.


Under the old one-year probationary period, at about
10 to 11 months into the examiner’s career, the examiner
would be retained or released. Some supervisors felt they
did not have a good enough picture of each examiner to
decide an employee’s future at such an early point. Thus, the
one benefit POPA saw in the FCIP extended probationary
period was that new examiners would be given more time to
show what they could do in the USPTO’s production-driven
environment. The implication was that the USPTO would
provide a safety net for new examiners to have time to
demonstrate performance in the art unit.


Deputy Commissioner Focarino appears to have rightly
directed agency managers to take advantage of the
probationary period to guide and train new examiners,
enabling them to acclimate and show their stuff.
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Top Ten Reasons Not to 
Join POPA


10. Backpay from the Millennium Agreement litigation
would put me in a higher tax bracket.


9. All the supervisors treat everybody fairly.
8. My office actions are always timely counted.
7. I love cubicles!
6. If I am ever called into an investigatory meeting, I


know exactly how to represent myself. I’m an expert
on Fifth Amendment jurisprudence. I even know
what a Weingarten Right is and when to invoke it.
And my testimony is so credible, I won’t need a
witness to corroborate what I said in my defense
before they can fire me.


5. If my co-workers are treated better than I am, I will
feel so happy for them.


4. My “other” time never gets disapproved.
3. I don’t need any more time to prepare high-quality


office actions.
2. Those entry/exit turnstiles are the best!
1. I can’t find my dues-withholding form. (Wait, here it


is, at www.popa.org, click on “Join POPA.”)


October 2007 POPA NEWS
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POPA and USPTO Agree to
Hoteling Changes


In its July Patents Hoteling Connector e-newsletter, the
USPTO reported changes to the Patents Hoteling Program
(PHP) by stating, “Recently, management has made some
changes…” It neglected to mention that the changes re -
sulted from its negotiated agreement with POPA only after
POPA filed two grievances challenging aspects of the PHP.


POPA submitted the first grievance in August 2005 after
the USPTO announced it would not negotiate (as required
by law) over the impact and implementation of the PHP it
was unveiling that month. The agreement that POPA and
the USPTO negotiated in June 2007 amicably settled both
grievances with compromises that benefit all examiners,
hotelers and non-hotelers.


For example, the e-newsletter reported that the agency
will provide training for non-hotelers about the PHP,
including such collaboration tools as the Multimedia
Collaboration System (MCS) and hotelers’ rights and
responsibilities. It left out that the agency will give “other”
time to examiners for this training.


The agency accurately noted in its newsletter that
hotelers may now work their one-hour-per-week-minimum
at the office on one Saturday per bi-week—Saturday office
work for hotelers had been verboten. It had also noted that
examiners issued oral warnings for performance will not be
removed from the Increased Flexitime Program (IFP) or the
PHP, but that those given written warnings will be.


However, another important gain negotiated by POPA
and the USPTO the agency newsletter overlooked:


“Hotelers will be encouraged to accurately report on
their timesheets catastrophic time spent recreating work lost
due to failure of the USPTO network, the employee’s
workstation or commercial database access.”


To find out more about the benefits of this agreement,
the USPTO e-newsletter directed hotelers to see their
supervisor or director. Hotelers and non-hotelers can see the
benefits in black and white for themselves by viewing the
agreement directly at www.popa.org, click on “Hoteling
Grievances Settled.”


POPA and the USPTO will negotiate all aspects of the
hoteling program and other telework initiatives during the
upcoming Collective Bargaining Agreement discussions. 


Former POPA President Alan
Douglas Retires


After 41 years of service at the USPTO, former POPA
President and Supervisory Patent Examiner Alan Douglas
retired on June 1, 2007.


Alan served as both a Design patent examiner and a
supervisor in the Design area. Friends and colleagues
honored Alan at a July 10 retirement luncheon aboard the
cruise ship Dandy.


POPA members elected Alan as president for several
consecutive terms from 1977-1981. Alan advanced the cause
of Design examiners by writing the advocacy paper that
helped convince USPTO management to change the
promotion potential for Design examiners to GS-14. Alan
also served as POPA president during the time when the
union developed its initial proposals for the current
performance appraisal scheme for patent examiners. He
presided as president when POPA negotiated the 1978
Flexitime Program and the 1980 Compressed Work
Schedules Agreements for patent professionals.


During the first and only union demonstration against
USPTO management in 1979, Alan led POPA’s
collaboration with other USPTO unions to form an
informational picket line outside senior USPTO
management’s Crystal City office building to support the
Compressed Work Schedule. Ultimately, POPA was one of
the earliest unions in the federal government to secure a
Compressed Work Schedule for its bargaining unit
members.


All of Alan’s many friends in the Examining Corps and
his former POPA associates wish Alan good health and
many good years in retirement.
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Patent Office Professional Association
Letters from readers are welcome. Address to:


The Editor, Patent Office Professional Association,
P.O. Box 2745, Arlington, VA 22202 


Officers
Robert D. Budens, President, (571) 272-0897


Lawrence J. Oresky
Vice President/Director of Grievances, (571) 272-6930


Howard Locker, Secretary/
Director of Adverse Action Challenges, (571) 272-0980


Pamela R. Schwartz, Assistant Secretary/
Director of Unfair Labor Practices, (571) 272-1528


Randy Myers, Treasurer, (571) 272-7526


Visit us on the Web at http://www.popa.org
© 2007 Patent Office Professional Association


Leave Donations for Injured
Examiner


Michael Shingleton, an examiner in AU 2817 and a
POPA delegate representing Electrical Area employees, sus -
tained serious injuries in a motorcycle accident. Facing multi -
ple surgeries and long-term rehabilitation, he welcomes leave
donations from fellow employees to see him through. To do -
n ate, download the leave donation form from the USPTO
Human Resources Web site and return com ple ted forms to
TC 2800 Supervisory Patent Examiner Ken Parker at JEF-
6D31 or POPA President Robert Budens at REM-3A35.
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To receive a laptop computer through the Patents
Laptop Program (PLP), the USPTO had planned to require
examiners to perform at least five hours of overtime per
biweek to qualify, until POPA stepped in and said, “That
does not compute.”


The agency and POPA cooperated to work out the
details of the PLP pilot program, which showed enough
increased examiner productivity (without the overtime
requirement) to warrant program expansion to the full
examiner corps. At press time, more than 1,500 employees
had signed up to receive the computers and more were
expected. The program has also proved to be a big morale
booster.


The USPTO and POPA agreed to distribute the laptops
first to the most senior of the first 200 examiners to sign up
for the program. The remaining 1,300 also will be given out
based on seniority. After this initial deployment is
completed, laptops will be distributed on a first come-first
served basis.


POPA collaborated on the language of the agreements
that employees must sign to receive a laptop. Examiners can
sign the form with assurance that their employee
representative—POPA—has vetted the contract. Though


POPA had the required overtime language removed from
the document, examiners will have to reaffirm every three
months that they work on the laptop regularly. 


www.popa.org


POPA, USPTO Boost Productivity and Morale with Laptops


USPTO and POPA officials posed with several of the first employee laptop recipients in the Patents Laptop Program pilot. L to R: POPA
President Robert Budens, Venkataraman Balasubramanian, Khanh Dinh, Deputy Commissioner for Patent Operations Peggy Focarino,
Len Tran, Khanh B. Pham, Alvin Stewart, Thuy Pardo, Erika Garrett, Commissioner for Patents John Doll, USPTO Deputy Director 
Margaret Peterlin, Jeffrey Fredman, Kenny Lin, Rudy Zervigon, Chief Information Officer David Freeland.


POPA’s Worldwide IP Impact
The following is excerpted from an interview by Emma
Barraclough in the June 2007 issue of Managing Intellectual
Property.


Examiners around the world are processing more patent
applications than ever before. But an increasing number say
that the system could collapse unless policy makers radically
overhaul the way in which they manage demand for patents.
Robert Budens, president of the Patent Office Professional
Association, explains why.


Budens is the president of the Patent Office
Professional Association (POPA), an independent union of
professional employees at the USPTO that was set up in
1964. POPA’s officials are elected every two years by the
staff they represent and they serve in a voluntary capacity. 


(continued on page 2)
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POPA’s Worldwide IP Impact


Budens is a biotechnology specialist who joined the USPTO
as an examiner in 1990. 


Can you explain what problems you are seeing at
the USPTO?


The USPTO now has around 5,000 examiners,
compared to around 3,000 five years ago. That puts
incredible pressure on training. When the USPTO just
recruited a few hundred people a year, they were assigned to
a primary examiner who could teach them and help them
work through the cases. Now there are about 1,200 people a
year and they have launched a training academy where
people spend the first eight months getting the basics of
patent law and basics of examining. They still get some on-
the-job training, but there is concern that they are not
getting enough exposure to real life cases as we think they
need.


But the real problem is that we’re not retaining people.
In fiscal year 2006, we hired 1,200 people and lost 510. 
What explains that level of turnover?


The number one reason is that you don’t have time to
do your job. Examiners are stressed out. I started in 1990
and just afterwards, the USPTO issued its 5 millionth patent.
It took 200 years to get to that, and yet in the next 17 years,
we’ve reached the 7 millionth patent. More and more
references are being submitted and the technology we have
to deal with it is not as good as it should be. 


In 2003 we moved to fully electronic file wrappers
(IFW) but it has slowed the examination process down for a
lot of people. There are good points [to the IFW] system, but
the overall examination time has gone up.


In 2001 we negotiated the Millennium Agreement. The
pay rise for examiners was around 10 percent to 15 percent
above the normal Washington pay scale for government
staff. At the time we had an attrition rate of around 15
percent.


In the first two years after the agreement the attrition
rate was around 6 percent, but [then] the 10 percent
differential was eroded. So in November 2006 we negotiated
a new rate that raised salaries around 7 percent. The
attrition rate was around 10 percent at the time and it has
stayed at around that since. The pay rise had no effect. I had
people coming up to me and saying: “Gee, thanks for the
raise but what I really need is more time.”


The agency will tell you that the turnover is average for
federal government but when there’s such a high learning
curve then that’s a problem. We lose many people in the first
three years so there is an increasing gap between those who
are very senior—many of whom are close to retirement, and
a whole lot of new examiners.


What do you think will happen?
Eventually somebody will get sick and tired. We can’t


continue to have this pendency and backlog without the
government taking action. The USPTO want[s] to introduce
rule changes [to limit claims and constructions]. But if you
don’t keep staff, then that will affect the backlog more and
patentees will start getting upset. We’ve been in
conversations with the American Intellectual Property Law
Association and the Intellectual Property Organization.
Everyone except management believes that we need more
time to do the job. Their rationale is that if we get more
time, then the backlog will grow. In the short term that’s
right, but in the long term it means that the retention level
doesn’t drop.


What do you want to see?
We need more time for search and examination and for


training. At the moment, the target is to examine a patent in
20.4 hours. That means reading the application, figuring out
the invention, searching, reading the prior art, writing a 
20-page paper, sending out a first action and then either
issuing a final rejection or processing the case for allowance.
We also want to see [the USPTO] put pressure on 
applicants to submit applications that comply with U.S. law. I
am in favor of its attempts to change the information
disclosure statements to require them to tell us what prior
art is out there. I know that will go down like a lead balloon
with attorneys but we do need to reach some happy
medium.


We are very concerned that the backlog is driving
management decisions that impact the quality of patents.
The USPTO’s flat goal project is a way of increasing
production requirements. Similarly in the EPO, management
is trying to introduce the PAX system. We wanted to raise
the issue internationally, especially since we are moving
towards a global economy.


We’re a highly trained workforce of engineers and
scientists, with a work ethic. The patent system is essential.
But we fear that if we don’t address these fundamental
issues then countries won’t have the system they require.


Strength in Unity
Patent examiner representatives from the USPTO, the


EPO, Germany, Austria and Canada wrote to the leaders of
their offices in April. The patent examiners’ organizations
make a number of recommendations, including that patent
office leaders should provide examiners with more time to
search and examine patent applications; remove any bias
with respect to granting or not granting patents from any
reporting, rating or incentive systems; and provide adequate
and continuing legal and technological training.


Budens says that to his knowledge, no IP office has yet
offered a formal response.
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Know the Transit Subsidy Rules
Most employees understand that the USPTO offers a


transit subsidy program, but many don’t know that rules
governing the program need to be followed. Ignorance (of
the rules) is not bliss.


The Basics
■ Employees who take public transportation – including
Metro, MARC, VRE, bus routes in the area and many
vanpools—are eligible for up to $110 per month in subsidy.
■ An employee who accepts the subsidy may not have a
parking place at the USPTO or its vicinity.
■ Employees receive the subsidy quarterly as MetroCheks.
■ The employee who receives the subsidy is the only person
permitted to use the subsidy. You may not give or sell it to
anyone even if that person is eligible for the subsidy.
■ At the end of the quarter, if you have any subsidy
remaining you are responsible for returning the remaining
subsidy to the USPTO Office of Finance.


You must apply electronically for the transit subsidy for
each quarter. Attach your quarterly application to an e-mail
to the Patent Transit Subsidy (PTS) coordinator and send a
copy (cc:) to your supervisor as well.


Important: Submit your quarterly application on time or
you will lose a month of subsidy!


If you do not receive your subsidy on the day it is due
(the first day of the quarter), you only have ten days to file a
claim of non-receipt. You will make a costly mistake if you
miss this deadline, namely the loss of the subsidy for the
whole three months!


Where does all of this information come from? The
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that governs this
program. If you are getting a transit subsidy and haven’t
read the MOU yet, you will find it at http://popa.org/pdf/
agreements/transit.pdf.


Service Reform Act, passed by Congress shortly thereafter,
eliminated that employee right.


About this time, the hours-per-balanced-disposal goals
were set for examiner dockets. The goals were based on
much simpler, much smaller patent applications—before
computer programmed methods, biotechnology, genetic
engineering, nanotechnology and superconductivity became
common topics of applications.


During this time, the USPTO used “short form” office
actions, which often included only a single page indicating
the claims rejected or objected to, the statutory basis of the
rejection or objection, and a very short comment or two
referring to the rejection or objection.


Thirty years later, the USPTO search files have
probably increased five-fold, office actions are often small
novels instead of a single page, the number of claims to be
examined has increased greatly, and the size of the
specification has expanded, yet examiners have received no
additional time. In addition, examiners now must type their
own book-length office actions.


The USPTO started chipping away at the 75 percent
standard since it was no longer required to negotiate
changes with POPA. Then one day 75 percent equaled 95
percent.


The agency and POPA used an inexact science to arrive
at the 75 percent standard, but at least the method relied on
actual historical data. The USPTO’s switcheroo to a 95
percent standard not only used inexact science, but also
disregarded quality. Management was fond of saying, “We
don’t build Cadillacs here, we build Chevrolets,” when
referring to examining applications. Unfortunately,
examiners had to respond that they didn’t even have enough
time to build a Yugo (a defunct Yugoslavian mini-car).


While the USPTO has upped the production standard by
20 percent, it hasn’t relieved the production pressure patent
examiners face to retain their jobs and federal careers.
Management established and maintains a mere 6 percent
margin of error in the production standard for examiners to
succeed or fail. At 95 percent you pass and at 89 percent you
can be fired. A retiring supervisor once wrote the
commissioner that such a small margin of error did not serve
the organization well and did not compensate for variances
in the applications examined. [See following, “Supervisor in
1979 Predicts “Misuse of Goals.”] The advice was ignored.


The 6 percent production margin between success and
failure also did not enable many examiners to build more
quality into their searches or their actions. Some referred to
this as the loss of the “examiner conscience.”


As the USPTO seeks to apply a volunteer pilot flat goal
plan to the whole patent corps, management again will try to
raise the fully successful production level from 95 percent
to100 percent. Some believe that this additional push for
more production, with no increase in examination time per
case, will adversely affect the quality of the work. If the flat
goal is extended to all examiners, the USPTO will be hard
pressed to meet its goals on quality.


(See sidebar next page)


The Creeping 95% 
Production Standard


Most employees know that their production needs to be
at least 95 percent at the end of each quarter and at the end
of the fiscal year to receive a fully successful performance
rating. So what does the 95 percent production standard
actually represent? It represents a 20 percent production
creep from 1976 for one thing.


In 1976, the USPTO and POPA set the production
standard for fully successful performance—the level needed
for examiners to receive a within-grade increase—at 75
percent. The union and management deliberately agreed
that many examiners would not be expected to attain the
100 percent production level.


These values resulted from negotiations between the
parties after POPA won litigation requiring management to
negotiate over the production standard.


POPA’s ability to negotiate over performance standards,
including the production standard, was short-lived. The Civil
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This letter from retiring supervisory patent examiner
(SPE) Kathleen H. Claffy to the POPA president and
USPTO commissioner appeared in the November 1979
POPA News.


As a retiring SPE, I want to bring some things to
your attention that those who are still working in the
PTO might feel reluctant to mention. I am deeply
concerned that the rigidity of the present goal system has
the potential for undermining both the morale and the
health of many examiners. I have no quarrel with the
existence of goals nor do I believe that all goals are
unfair. But in most areas of the office there is no
flexibility to allow for changing conditions and/or a
mistake in the original setting of the goals. And in some
areas of the office, the goal system appears to be used as a
tool of oppression.


Flexibility of Goals
When the goals were set by former Commissioner [C.


Marshall] Dann, I believe a very honest effort was made
to make them as fair as possible. However, it was stated at
that time that no changes could be made except for
increased complexity of art or a change in dockets. This
limitation on change implied that: either the panel that set
the goals was infallible (which is absurd) or the
management of the office did not care if some examiners
had to work forever at an unfair goal (which is tragic).


One of the SPEs in the office has suggested that a
permanent panel be established to review any examiner’s
goal on appeal by the examiner. Unfortunately, the
suggestion was not adopted, but something of this nature
is sorely needed.


Even the flexibility permitted is little known and less
understood. Most of the examiners and many of the
supervisors neither know that an adjustment is possible
nor do they know how to make an adjustment. At the
beginning of this fiscal year, I read a memo from Mr.
Feldman to the directors stating that the raw goal for the
groups had been decreased to allow for increased
complexity of art (among other things). I asked if I could
pass on this decrease in goals to the examiners, but I
received no answer. I do not even know how much the
adjustment amounted to.


I am happy to report that in the course for SPEs that
was just concluded, some of the directors teaching the
course did demonstrate ways in which they adjusted
goals. However, other directors indicated they would


make no adjustments that made the average production
expected less than their group goal. Obviously, the
fairness of an examiner’s goal depends largely on luck.


Misuse of Goals
I believe that it is humanly impossible to set goals


within greater than 5 percent accuracy and expecting
even that much accuracy is optimistic. Furthermore, many
dockets fluctuate more than 5 percent in difficulty from
quarter to quarter. However, many examiners have been
castigated or given “90-day letters” for making “only” 95
or 98 percent of their goal. While I know of no examiner
who has been fired for production of only 5 percent less
than the goal, many have been frightened by fear of
reprisal. The result of this feat frequently is “voluntary”
overtime to increase his production. When he increases
his production he discovers that he is then expected to
further increase his production. In several groups,
particularly in the chemical area, the majority [emphasis
in original] of examiners are working many hours of
involuntary “voluntary” overtime every quarter (for some
examiners it is every week) just to make the goals that
are expected of them. Since most of the examiners are
thus making their goals (many of them only by so-called
“voluntary” overtime), they are trapped by an appearance
that the goals must be fair because they are being made. I
have difficulty understanding how they got on this
treadmill but it does exist. Since these examiners were not
ordered to work overtime, the managers can maintain the
fiction that the overtime is voluntary. I believe that
managers who cause and perpetuate this situation are
guilty of cruel and unethical labor practices whether or
not they are legal.


Effect of Civil Service Reform Act
I don’t even want to think about how this situation


could be exacerbated by a bonus-hungry, unscrupulous
manager.


Some Suggestions for Correcting Abuses
1. Establish goals within a range of perhaps 10


percent rather than a single magic number.
2. Provide for a review and adjustment procedure


that is both known and understood by all examiners and
their supervisors.


3. Investigate what practices are being used to
achieve goals and change procedures where indicated.


Supervisor in 1979 Predicts “Misuse of Goals”
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POPA Begins Major Contract
Negotiations


POPA began negotiating a basic contract for
professional patent employees in June.


This main agreement between POPA and the USPTO
covers a broad range of employees’ working conditions,
including work schedules, non-duty-time training, transit
subsidies, performance appraisal plans, and telework.
Usually referred to as “the contract,” the “basic agreement”
or the “collective bargaining agreement,” this overarching
document will serve as a standard guiding many employee-
agency relations.


The process of negotiations will take at least six months,
likely longer. The term of a basic contract is usually several
years (the contract length itself is negotiated) and the scope
of topics covered is wide and very detailed. This is reflected
in the protracted agreement bargaining time.


As in every negotiation, both parties will exchange
proposals and counterproposals. The process will entail
compromise, creativity and steadfastness. POPA will keep
you posted on the progress of negotiations.


More Flak on Flat Goal
Following are more examiners’ letters shared with POPA


regarding the USPTO’s Flat Goal Pilot Program. Names are
withheld for the employees’ protection.


The Flat Goal program is one that management intends
to implement corps-wide, based on your strategic plan.


If I were on your Flat Goal last quarter, I would have
been fired. I produced 111 percent for the quarter – busting
my hump in the process.


If I were on Flat Goal, I would have only had 78
percent production. Are you prepared to accept the
attrition rates you will most likely incur if you implement
this Flat Goal to the entire corps? Because I will surely quit
rather than work my nights and weekends to make the
numbers that I currently produce.


The Flat Goal may monetarily benefit a small
percentage of examiners, but it is unreasonable for the vast
majority of the patent examiners at the PTO. “Other time”
was put in place for a reason—not everything we do is
application examination. Therefore, we should not be
charged for production during a time when we are clearly
working, but not on applications. I wonder how many upper
management employees would have been able to make the
Flat Goal when they were examining.—Primary Examiner


*    *    *
Even though I’m not going on flat goal, thought I’d


share my calculations with you.
For the last fiscal year:
Under regular production, I was rated at 136.8 percent


with a bonus of $6,324.66.
Under flat goal, I would have been rated 139.9 percent


with a bonus of $9,066.89.


I’m giving up approximately $2,700 of potential bonuses
because I know this is a bad program, under which
management will raise the production numbers in the end
for the entire corps.—Examiner


USPTO Far From One of the
“Best Places to Work”


The USPTO placed near the bottom of the 2007 Best
Places to Work in the Federal Government rankings, scoring
172 out of 222 agencies. In other words, 77 percent of federal
agencies ranked higher than the USPTO on indices such as
pay and benefits and matching employee skills to agency
mission.


The Partnership for Public Service and American
University’s Institute for the Study of Public Policy
Implementation create the Best Places to Work rankings
based on data received from the Office of Personnel
Management’s biannual Federal Human Capital Survey. The
2007 rankings reflect the data from OPM employee surveys
taken during summer 2006. Approximately half of the
employee survey responses comprising the OPM data came
from USPTO managerial/supervisory employees.


In the Pay and Benefits category, the USPTO came in at
187 of the total 222 agencies scored. The employee
dissatisfaction reflected in this ranking came from data
collected before the special rate pay increase in December
2006. The pay increase conceivably could have changed
employees’ opinions on this index; the USPTO could say
that this ranking is no longer accurate.


However, another index that reflects employee pay and
benefits satisfaction is the employee attrition rate. After
USPTO employees received the 2001 special rate pay
increase, employee attrition dropped from 14 percent to 7
percent. After the recent pay increase, attrition remained
virtually unchanged. Deputy Commissioner of Patents
Peggy Focarino said in May that attrition still hovers at
about 10 percent annually, the same as last year.


Employees’ discontent with pay and benefits may be
linked to their dissatisfaction with Work/Life Balance,
another index in the rankings on which the USPTO fell near
the bottom (at 169 out of 222). This Best Places to Work
category “measures the extent to which employees consider
their workloads reasonable and feasible, and managers
support a balance between work and life.” Employees may
be receiving pay and benefits that meet their career targets,
but they may believe they’re working too many hours of
required unpaid overtime in exchange.


The USPTO scored as one of the top federal agencies in
the Family Friendly Culture and Benefits category, with a
ranking of 28. This category “measures the extent to which
employees believe family-friendly flexibilities are offered to 
them, including telecommuting and alternative work
scheduling, along with personal support benefits like child
care subsidies and wellness programs.” The USPTO is to be 


(continued on next page)
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lauded for these innovations. However, one examiner com -
mented to POPA that the USPTO salary, flextime and fit -
ness center are nice, but he doesn’t have time to enjoy them
because of all the unpaid overtime hours he needs to work.


For all of the USPTO’s ratings on the 2007 Best Places
to Work rankings, go to: http://bestplacestowork.org/BPTW/
rankings/agency.php?code=CM56&q=scores_subcomponent.


Skewed Data
The demographics of OPM’s 2006 Human Capital


Survey of the USPTO indicate that the results don’t tell the
true story of USPTO employee opinion.


Of the 1,105 USPTO respondents to OPM’s survey, 50
percent were managers/supervisors. In reality, of the nearly
8,000 employees in 2006, perhaps 1,000 fell in that category. 


Therefore the results of both the survey and the Best
Places to Work rankings weight management opinion more
heavily than the rank and file. Yet the management-skewed
results still placed the agency in the lowest quarter of federal
agencies overall.


POPA officially requested the data from the Human


USPTO Far From Best Place to Work
(continued from page 5)
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Excerpts from 2006 USPTO Human Capital Survey Employee Responses
Survey Question Positive Neutral Negative Don’t Know


The people I work with cooperate to get
the job done. 82.2% 10% 7.8%


My workload is reasonable. 40.6% 19.4% 39.6% 0.5%


My work unit is able to recruit people 
with the right skills. 50.4% 28.8% 15.3% 5.4%


My talents are used well in the workplace. 57.6% 20.3% 21.8% 0.3%


The work I do is important. 88.9% 8.4% 2.1% 0.6%


Employees are rewarded for providing 
high quality products and services to 
customers. 41.0% 23.5% 34.1% 1.4%


Creativity and innovation are rewarded. 24.6% 32.6% 39.5% 3.3%


In my organization, leaders generate high 
levels of motivation and commitment in 
the workforce. 37.3% 26.8% 34.6% 1.2%


Complaints, disputes or grievances are
resolved fairly in my work unit. 37.9% 29.3% 18.6% 14.3%


Considering everything, how satisfied are
you with your pay? 51.3% 23.3% 25.4%


Considering everything, how satisfied are
you with your organization? 51.3% 26.1% 22.7%


Note: Full survey included 73 questions. To view the USPTO results, including demographics of respondents, 
go to www.popa.org.


Capital Survey broken down by bargaining units within
Patents and Trademarks. The USPTO responded that it asked
OPM for the data but OPM indicated that the data was not
available. For the 2002 and 2004 surveys, OPM told POPA
that the USPTO has access to the data via password. The
agency has not shared the data or access to it with POPA.
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Production Stress Causes High Examiner Attrition, GAO Finds
Calls for Comprehensive Evaluation of Production Goals


November 2007 Vol. 07 No. 5


The root cause of U.S. patent examiners’ high job
attrition “appears to be the stress resulting from the agency’s
outdated production goals,” concluded a Government
Accountability Office study released Oct. 4, which supports
POPA’s call for an overhaul of the U.S. Patent and Trade -
mark Office patent examiners’ production system, including
a direct allocation of adequate time for quality examination.


The report (GAO-07-1102) on the effects of USPTO
hiring efforts on the patent application backlog detailed
GAO survey responses from approximately 22 percent of all
USPTO examiners, in which 67 percent of patent examiners
identified the agency’s unrealistic production goals as one of
the primary reasons examiners may choose to leave the
agency. The survey also found 70 percent of patent exam -
iners work unpaid overtime to meet their production goals.


“Vacation time means catch up time,” the GAO report
quoted one surveyed examiner’s response. Another
examiner commented to the GAO, “I know that the
production goals are set to keep us motivated in order to
help get over the backlog, but if a majority of examiners
cannot meet those goals without relying on unpaid overtime
or annual leave then something is wrong with the system.”


These findings are “an indication that the production
goals do not accurately reflect the time patent examiners
need to review applications and that these goals are
undermining USPTO’s hiring efforts,” the GAO report
concluded.


www.popa.org


Occasional Unpaid Overtime?
The GAO noted, “This extensive amount of unpaid


overtime does not appear to be a concern to USPTO
management, even though the agency has not been able to
meet its productivity goals for the last four years. The report


(continued on page 2) 


Examiners negatively impacted by the new claims and
continuations rules due to short dockets or increased
examination “shall be fairly and equitably compensated,”
according to an agreement negotiated in October by POPA
and the USPTO.


The agreement states, “examiners who feel that their
ability to meet productivity or workflow requirements is
negatively impacted must notify their supervisor in writing
as soon as they are aware that they are so impacted. The
notification must explain specifically the reasons for the
impact.” Therefore, examiners must keep accurate records to
prove that they’ve been harmed by the new rules.


The agreement also protects employees from the effects
(continued on page 3)


POPA and USPTO Agree to
Employee Protections in New


Rules Implementation
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then quoted one USPTO official’s response, “As with many
professionals who occasionally remain at work longer to
make up for time during the day spent chatting or because
they were less productive than intended, examiners may stay
at the office (or remote location) longer than their
scheduled tour of duty to work.”


As survey question Q6 indicates, 62 percent of
examiners estimate working 1-10 hours unpaid overtime per
biweek to meet their production goals; 23 percent use 11-20
unpaid hours per biweek. Most would find management’s
idea of using that much time to make up for “chatting”
either laughable or insulting, but surely out of touch with the
reality of examination.


The GAO study noted that from 2002 through 2006, one
patent examiner left the USPTO for nearly every two hired.
The pay and worklife incentives that the USPTO introduced
during that time lacked a lasting impact on attrition.


To provide examiners with sufficient time, POPA has
asked Congress to legislate a direct allocation of time for
examination. The average time goal for examiners would
equal the average total filing fee per application (Filing,
Search, Examination and Excess Claim and Specification
fees) divided by the average examiner hourly salary. The
total filing fees represent only about 30 percent of the


agency’s patent fee income, leaving more than two-thirds of
the agency’s total patent fees for overhead expenses.


To be of lasting value, a comprehensive evaluation of
the agency’s assumptions behind examiners’ production
goals, as the GAO report recommended, requires direct
input from the examiners and their union.


Production Evaluation Timeline Needed
When the GAO report was released, the USPTO issued


a press statement that “as part of its quality initiatives, [the
USPTO] will review assumptions the agency uses to
establish production goals for patent examiners… In its
review, the USPTO will work with its examiners and user
communities.”


However, in its comments to the GAO about the study’s
findings, Deputy Secretary of Commerce David Sampson
responded for the USPTO that current initiatives such as
the applicant quality submissions, the new claims and
continuations rules changes, and information disclosure
statements “will result in a more efficient and focused
examination on the part of the patent examiner. It is
anticipated that there will be efficiencies gained from these
initiatives. Once the USPTO determines the effect of these
initiatives on examiner productivity, we will reevaluate the
assumptions that we use to establish examiner production
goals.” [emphasis added]


In other words, the USPTO press statement said that it
would work with examiners to reevaluate the production
goals—but it didn’t say when. 


Congress needs to hold the USPTO accountable for
following through on the GAO recommendations within the
next year.


The GAO report is available at www.gao.gov/new.items/
d071102.pdf
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Q6. Over the past 12 months, on average, about
how much voluntary/uncompensated overtime
have you worked per biweek to meet your 
production goal?
Number of hours % of Examiners
Less than 1 hour 5
1-10 hours 62
11-20 hours 23
21-30 hours 5
More than 30 hours 5


Q8. Over the past 12 months, on average, about
how much annual leave have you used per quarter
to meet your production goal?
Number of hours % of Examiners
Less than 1 hour 2
1-10 hours 47
11-20 hours 29
21-30 hours 12
More than 30 hours 10


Q11. What are the top three reasons why you
would choose to stay with USPTO?
Your current total pay (excluding benefits)    58%


The availability of the flexible workplace 
schedule program    49%


The availability of a hoteling program    38%


Q12. What are the top three reasons that would
cause you to consider leaving USPTO?
Your production goals    67%


The amount of voluntary/uncompensated 
overtime that you must work to meet 


production goals    59%


The amount of paid leave that you must 
use to meet production goals    37%


Production Stress
(continued from page 1)


GAO Survey Question Responses
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of a potential increase in requests for continued examina -
tion(RCEs) prior to the rules change implementation. It
states, “in any pay period where an examiner has more
amendments on his/her docket than can be acted on in the
amount of examining time available, the [supervisor] will,
upon the employee’s request, provide written confirmation
of the cases that should be acted on within the pay period in
order to avoid negative workflow points.” Again, the
examiner is responsible for precisely recording all harmful
incidents.


The agreement also covers ground rules for future
negotiations on the impacts of the rules changes. As POPA
reported in the October POPA News, the uncertainties
surrounding these rules changes have made predicting their
impacts on employees almost impossible. If the union were
to negotiate now and incorrectly identify the real impacts on
employees, it would be precluded from negotiating later
over the same topics when the real impacts became clear.


With post-implementation negotiations, POPA can
identify the rules changes’ impacts and the employees
affected by them. POPA and the USPTO have agreed to the
terms of future negotiations and, most importantly, have
agreed to apply all future remedies retroactively, to the time
the rules changes became effective.


An agreement provision states that any of the
agreement’s time periods will be extended by the amount of
time that the new rules implementation is enjoined. Because
a court has ordered that the rules be enjoined [see the
adjacent box], the three-year time limit on the agreement
has net yet begun—nothing will happen while under the


injunction because the rules are not yet in effect.
See the full agreement reprinted in this newsletter for


comprehensive information on your negotiated rights.
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Employee Protections
(continued from page 1)


Company Sues to Block New
USPTO Rules


A federal judge granted a preliminary injunction
halting the implementation of the USPTO’s new rules
that would limit the number of claims contained in a
patent application and the number of continuations.
Pharmaceutical company GlaxoSmithKline (GSK)
sought the injunction and filed suit against the USPTO to
overturn the new rules.


Judge James C. Cacheris of the U.S. District Court for
the Eastern District of Virginia issued the injunction on
Oct. 31; the rules were to take effect Nov. 1. The lawsuit is
the first major corporate challenge to the new rules. The
GSK lawsuit calls the rules “vague, arbitrary, and
capricious” and claims the new rules will damage the
company’s ability to obtain new patents. GSK cites about
130 pending patent applications for which it has
requested two or more continuations and/or continued
examinations. Hundreds of thousands of patent
applications may be similarly affected. The injunction is
effective pending a decision on the merits of the GSK
case, which is not expected until 2008. The USPTO may
appeal the district court’s injunction.


—From news reports, Oct. 16 and Nov. 1, 2007


Employee Rights in “Risk
Designation” Background


Checks Set by POPA and USPTO
“Other” time and union counsel are some of the


procedures, rights and safeguards that POPA and the
USPTO agreed to for employees during the designated risk
level investigations—commonly referred to as background
checks—mandated to begin for current employees in
January 2008.


Employees generally will have a two-week window in
which to complete the forms and will be granted a minimum
of one hour of “other” time for the process. If the initial
screening results in a further investigatory interview,
employees have the right to union counsel and “other” time
for the interview. The agreement also covers the order of
background investigations, with the most senior employees
completing the requirements last.


For more complete information, see the agreement
reprinted in this newsletter.


POPA Files Grievance
Seeking Time for WebTA


Timesheet System
After the USPTO implemented an electronic timesheet


system with only four days’ notice to employees – causing
headaches and lost examination time as employees tried to
decipher the new codes and system – POPA filed a
grievance seeking additional time for examiners to complete
timesheets and for time lost.


The agency implemented the new WebTA system after
refusing to negotiate with POPA. The new system changed
and renamed cost codes, did not provide easy-to-use tools
for locating the codes, and gave no time to examiners to
learn the new system. The result is an electronic “tool” that
is more difficult and time-consuming than using pen and
paper.


To aid with the grievance and to ensure employees are
properly compensated for lost time, examiners should log
the time they use to get WebTA working.
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USPTO Opts to Deny Pay for
Comp Time


The USPTO chose to use its “sole and exclusive”
discretion to deny payment for basic compensatory time
earned by GS-9 and above employees, despite POPA’s
appeal for reconsideration.


After the Bush administration issued new compensatory
time regulations, the USPTO wrote its own rules stating that
compensatory time earned by GS-9 and above employees
after May 14, 2007, must be used within one year after the
pay period in which it was earned or forfeited without pay.
In its draft notice to all employees about its rules, the agency
placed all the responsibility for its decision on the Office of
Personnel Management, when in fact the OPM regs state
that the agency can decide whether employees must:


a. “Receive payment for the unused compensatory time in
an amount equal to the amount of overtime pay the
employee would otherwise have received for hours of the
pay period during which compensatory time off was
earned by performing overtime work; OR


b. Forfeit the unused compensatory time off.”


The USPTO selected b.
Upon learning of the agency’s intended action, POPA


President Robert Budens wrote to the USPTO:


“The agency’s actions are shouting so loud that
employees won’t be able to hear management say how
‘employees are the agency’s most important asset.’


“The agency needs to seriously rethink its position
on this issue. Comp time is not the equivalent of
annual leave or sick leave. While annual and sick
leave are rights of employees, they represent benefits
of government employment, not a substitute for paid
overtime… Comp time, on the other hand, represents
actual work that an employee has already provided to
the agency. For the agency to now consider comp time
to be essentially the same as use-or-lose annual leave
is to effectively steal the employee’s already-
performed work back from them.


“On behalf of all our bargaining unit members,
POPA requests that the USPTO reconsider this
decision on comp time and agree to pay employees for
any unused comp time they may have accrued and not
used within the specified time limits.”


When examiners work comp time hours, they have to
produce additional counts to meet the USPTO’s required
production goals. Forcing employees to forfeit the time or
the pay for additional production is obliging them to work
for nothing. This is both insulting and demoralizing.


The agency also failed to tell employees that the new
regulations state, “If failure to use compensatory time off is
due to an exigency of the service beyond the employee’s
control, the employee must receive payment for the unused


compensatory time off.” Such an exigency hasn’t occurred
for a long time, but POPA believes employees need to know
of this right, while the USPTO told POPA, “Since the
‘exigency of the service’ provision will rarely apply to
employees, there is no need to include it in the Weekly
article and provide employees a false sense that they will be
able to save the time and/or be paid for the time.”
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Even if it’s a little thing, do something for
others—something for which you get no
pay but the privilege of doing it.
—ALBERT SCHWEITZER, NOBEL PEACE PRIZE WINNER


CFC: A Privilege, 
Whatever Your Beliefs
Whoever you are, whatever your values, you’ll find a


charity to support and believe in when you look through
the Combined Federal Campaign catalog this year.


Donating to the charities of your choice through the
CFC is easy and cost effective. You pick who gets your
contribution; only the charities you designate will receive
your money. You may spread the tax-deductible
payments over the year through payroll deduction or
contribute a one-time check. And workplace giving
through the CFC cuts fundraising costs for participating
charities, enabling more of your donation to go to those
you wish to help instead of to direct mail and advertising.


Giving through the CFC is your personal decision.
POPA and the USPTO have negotiated safeguards to
your confidentiality. In the collective bargaining
agreement, Article 4, Section 14 (F) states:


“…Solicitors shall not divulge information
regarding an individual’s contribution or allotment
to anyone other than a person designated by, and
acting on behalf of, the Personnel Processing
Division, other charitable campaigns or the U.S.
Bond Drive.”


Please review the 2007 Catalog of Caring to find out
about charities that you can support, and take advantage
of the CFC’s opportunity to help others.
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Survey Shows Benefits of
Extending Hoteling to 


Part-timers
A large percentage of part-time examiners would work


appreciably more hours per biweek if the USPTO enabled
them to participate in the telework or hoteling programs, a
recent POPA survey found.


When POPA polled its bargaining unit in October, 43 of
47 part-time respondents said they’d work between 5 and 32
additional hours per biweek on the telework or hoteling
programs. The respondents represent almost half of all
current part-time examiners. 


The finding supports POPA’s proposal to extend
hoteling and telework to part-time employees, which will be
discussed in contract negotiations with the USPTO.


The third question in the survey asked full-time
examiners if they would switch to part-time work if they
could participate in hoteling and why. Approximately 1
percent of bargaining unit examiners responded that they
would switch; of those, about half said they would go part-
time for family reasons, to delay/enhance retirement, go to
school or even stay at the agency.


The USPTO fears extending the telework or hoteling
benefits to part-time examiners in case too many full-time
employees elect to switch to part-time. The small number of
respondents indicates that this likely would not happen.
Instead, the results show that many of those who would
become part time are those who might otherwise leave the
agency. Instituting telework and hoteling for these employ -
ees would be a positive retention step for the USPTO.


A recent Government Accountability Office study
showed that the USPTO’s flexible workplace policies induce
examiners to stay despite high production pressures.
Expanding these benefits can only help the agency to keep
its skilled examiners.
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Part-Time Hoteling/
Telework Survey Results


Total Respondents = 102


Part-time respondents = 47 total
Number who would work more hours = 43
Number who would work same hours = 4
Number who would work fewer hours = 0
Range of additional hours respondents 


would work     = 5 to 32


Full-time respondents who’d switch to part time = 55 total
Reason For Switching Number of respondents
No Reason Given 24
Maternity/Paternity/Family 20
Delay/Enhance Retirement 7
School (including law school) 3
Retention (employee leaving) 1


House Telework Bill Offers
Opportunity for Hoteling


Changes
A mandatory opportunity to telework in every federal


agency is the intent of a bill recently introduced in the
House of Representatives. POPA plans to discuss with key
congressional committee members the bill’s potential
impacts on the examiner workforce.


The prime goal of the Telework Improvements Act of
2007 (H.R. 4106) is “to improve teleworking in executive
agencies by developing a telework program that allows
employees to telework at least 20 percent of the hours
worked in every two administrative workweeks.”


The bill would require each agency to establish policies
determining which employees may be authorized to
telework and then mandating that the agency apply the
minimum telework allowance of 20 percent of hours each
biweek to those employees.


The bill’s language gives plenty of leeway to federal
agencies to determine which employees are eligible to
telework. Agencies can exempt employees due to their need
for access to classified information or their face-to-face
public contact. Patent examiners who need “additional
training” also may not qualify under the bill’s provisions.


However, the bill does not address the number of hours
each week an employee must work to be eligible, specifically
mandating a minimum 20 percent of an employee’s regular
work hours. Therefore part-time USPTO examiners who
meet the other criteria should qualify under this legislation.


Examiners Pay Hoteling Costs
POPA hopes to meet with members of Congress to


discuss more detailed, practical applications of the telework
legislation. For example, the USPTO now requires hoteling
examiners to work one hour each week at the USPTO
office. The only viable reason for this, by the USPTO’s own
admission, is to maintain the Alexandria office as every
hoteler’s “duty station.”


Changing the hotelers’ duty stations to their home
offices would require the USPTO to pay for travel to
Alexandria for employee training or any other occasional
on-site business. Keeping employees’ duty station in
Alexandria enables the USPTO to shift the cost of doing
business to employees. It creates an unreasonable and costly
burden on examiners to travel to Virginia at least every two
weeks, especially those 40 or so examiners who live outside
of the D.C. metropolitan area.


Many hoteling employees currently living a long
distance from the Carlyle campus routinely fly to D.C. on a
Friday or Saturday to work the required one hour in one
week, stay till Monday to work the one required hour in the
next week, then fly home. These examiners foot the bill for
travel, room and board. This is the bill that the USPTO
wants to avoid paying.


(continued on page 8)
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1.  The United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO
or agency) may implement the rules changes on numbers
of claims and continuations currently anticipated to be
effective November 1, 2007, without completing
negotiations on the impact and implementation of those
rules changes.


2.  (a) The USPTO agrees to enter into post-implementation
mid-term bargaining on the impacts and implementation
of the rules changes on numbers of claims and continua -
tions upon request by POPA. Such requests shall be
submitted in accordance with mid-term bargaining ground
rules in effect between the parties at the time of the
request. 


(b) If the Union requests bargaining under this agree -
ment, the bargaining will commence with the Union
submitting proposals at the time of the request. If the
Union wishes to begin negotiations on a separate adverse
impact, this bargaining may be combined with the first
negotiations at the Union’s discretion, unless the Federal
Service Impasses Panel has accepted jurisdiction over the
prior negotiations. If the FSIP has asserted jurisdiction, the
subsequent request will proceed independently. 


(c) To reduce the number of teams needed by the parties,
in any window in which POPA requests negotiations
pursuant to this agreement, if the Agency proposes
multiple negotiations or initiatives in a given regularly
sched uled window, management-initiated issues will be
com bined in groups of three issues per negotiating team.
The choice of three issues to be bundled together in each
negotiation will be at management’s discretion. Time
frames in the mid-term bargaining ground rules will not be
expanded as a result of this bundling. If the parties do not
have bargaining windows at the time of the request to
bargain from POPA, these provisions will apply to all
management-initiated bargaining for which notice is
received during the first three months following a union
request. 


(d) Issues related to the impact of the rule changes will
not be bundled with management initiated bargaining. 


(e) The union’s right to initiate post-implementation
negotiations shall terminate three (3) years from the
effective date of the rules changes except as provided for
in Provision 6 set forth below.


3.  Remedies that are agreed to in post-implementation nego -
tiations for employees prospectively, will also be applied


retroactively to all those who suffered a similar adverse
impact, unless the parties voluntarily agree otherwise. 


4.  The rules changes may result in an increase in the filing of
requests for continued examination (RCEs) prior to the
implementation of the rules changes. Therefore, in any pay
period where an examiner has more amendments on
his/her docket due to the increase in RCEs than can be
acted on in the amount of examining time available, the
SPE will, upon the employee’s request, provide written
confirmation of the cases that should be acted on within
the pay period in order to avoid negative workflow points. 


5.  Examiners who are negatively impacted by an increase in
examination activity or short dockets due to the
implementation of the rules changes shall be fairly and
equitably compensated for those impacts. In order to allow
supervisors to identify and mitigate possible negative
impacts due to implementation of the rules changes,
examiners who feel that their ability to meet productivity
or workflow requirements is negatively impacted must
notify their supervisor in writing as soon as they are aware
that they are so impacted. The notification must explain
specifically the reasons for the impact.  


Should a supervisor take any action against an examiner
based on low production or poor workflow within
eighteen (18) months following the implementation of the
rules changes, the supervisor shall explicitly consider any
increased examination activity or short docket problems
due to implementation of the rules changes and provide a
written explanation of why any said increased activity or
short docket problems does not excuse the low production
or poor workflow, or indicate that there was no increased
examination activity or short docket problems due to
implementation of the rules changes in that time period.


6.  The time periods set forth in provisions 2 and 5 above,
shall be extended by the amount of time, if any, during
which the agency is enjoined from implementing the rules
changes.


7.  This agreement expires upon the conclusion of all
negotiations instituted pursuant to paragraph 2 above.
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and Trademark Office on Post-Implementation Bargaining Over the Impact and


Implementation of the Rules Changes on Claims and Continuation
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As a result of the risk designation determinations, employees
who have not been investigated at the designated risk level
for their occupied positions will be subject to the appropriate
investigations. These employees will be notified and required
to be fingerprinted and complete OPM Forms OF-306 and
the Form 85P online using eQIP (OPM’s e-government
electronic questionnaire for background investigations). 


This agreement shall be included in the parties’ next
collective bargaining agreement.


Communications to Employees:


Advance notices will be sent to current employees via
USPTO Weekly on a monthly basis to let them know that
background screening will begin in early January 2008. The
Agency will provide a link to the forms so employees can
review the forms and start gathering their information.
Employees will be informed that they can print the forms
from OPM’s website and prepare them prior to completing
the forms online. Monthly notices will be provided for 6
months.


Time Frame for Form Completion:


Current employees contacted to be screened will be provided
a two-week time frame to complete the forms. If an employee
is on extended leave or other extenuating circumstances
exist, an extension may be granted.


Completing the Forms:


Current employees will be granted one hour to complete the
forms and fingerprinting process. If unusual circumstances
exist, such as, the employee has lived in numerous locations
over the last seven years, upon request to the immediate
supervisor, the employee may be granted additional time to
complete the forms. Time used will be charged to “other”
time.


Employees hired before March 19, 2007, being investigated at
a higher risk level will not be required to sign the
“Authorization for Release of Medical Information” during
the initial completion and submission of the Standard Form
85P, “Questionnaire for Public Trust Positions,” Rev. 9/1995 or
any successor document. Should evidence obtained during
the background investigation warrant further investigation of
the employee’s medical history, the employee may be
subsequently required to sign the Authorization for Release
of Medical Information.


Employees hired after the effective date of the agreement:


Employees will be granted up to one hour to complete the
forms and fingerprinting process if not already completed by
orientation. If unusual circumstances exist, such as, the
employee has lived in numerous locations over the last seven
years, upon request to the immediate supervisor, the
employee may be granted additional time to complete the
forms. Time used will be charged to “other” time.


Representation for Case Mitigation involving Financial
Issues:


If the background screening results in an initial interview
regarding financial issues, a Chief Administrative Officer
(CAO) representative will contact the immediate supervisor
and provide a general notice of intent to meet with an
employee. The CAO representative will also contact the
employee to inform him/her of the general nature of the
meeting and that, upon the employee’s request, he/she may
have a POPA representative present. “Other Time” will be
granted for the interview. Financial information obtained
during a background screening investigation by OPM will not
be transmitted to the employee’s first or second-line
supervisor unless the employee fails to mitigate the issue
raised by the background screening within 30 days of the
initial interview or the financial information raises concerns
that management determines warrants an investigatory
meeting that may result in disciplinary action.


(Nothing in this section may be used as a basis in the future
to preclude an employee’s immediate and/or second line
supervisors from involvement in any other meetings or other
matters.)


Background Screening resulting in Weingarten Notification


For issues that surface as a result of the background
screenings that result in an investigatory meeting, as
determined by management, the employee will be informed
of the general nature of the meeting and that, upon the
employee’s request, he/she may have a POPA representative
present during the meeting. The employee’s immediate
supervisor and/or any other management designee will be
allowed to participate. 


Employees’ Order for Investigation:


After January 6, 2008, bargaining unit employees receiving a
promotion to GS-13 will be screened upon receiving their
promotion. Other GS-13, GS-14, and GS-15 employees will
be screened in order of reverse seniority as determined by
grade and years of service at the USPTO, i.e., the least senior
employees shall be screened first. Retirement eligible
employees will be screened last.
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Office on the Impacts and Implementation of Position Risk Designations for Personnel Suitability 
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New Contract? New Rules? 
New Year!


Learn What’s Ahead at the
POPA Annual Meeting


December 5, 12-1 p.m.
Madison Auditorium


Register your opinions on the most important issues
facing patent professionals with POPA’s brief 


year-end member survey.
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Private sector members of the patent community agree
off the record that these expenses are ones that should be
borne by the USPTO as a standard business expense.


POPA seeks to extend the hoteling benefits to even
more examiners by convincing the agency to change the
duty-station designation and remove the hefty commuting
costs, thereby making the choice to telework affordable to
more examiners and potential examiners.


The Telework Improvements Act has been referred to
the Federal Workforce, Postal Service and the District of
Columbia Subcommittee of the House Oversight and
Government Reform Committee. POPA hopes to discuss
the bill with subcommittee Chairman Danny K. Davis (D-
Ill.) and Ranking Member Kenny Marchant (R-Texas), as
well as local committee members Tom Davis (R-Va.),
Eleanor Holmes Norton (D-D.C.), Elijah E. Cummings (D-
Md.) and John P. Sarbanes (D-Md.).


House Telework Bill
(continued from page 5)
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When the USPTO announced its Flat Goal Pilot
program in April 2006, it set a goal of enrolling 300
examiners by this year’s sign-up deadline of Feb. 23. After
multiple employee briefings and e-mailed Commissioner’s
Corner endorsements of the program, by the end of
February the pilot had only 105 volunteers. Even after
extending the deadlines, management has only convinced
approximately 180 employees to sign up—not a rousing vote
of confidence in manage -
ment’s program.


Examiners have voted
with their feet.


The agency worked hard
to inform all 5,000+ examiners
about the program. The first
three of nine Flat Goal Pilot
employee briefings by USPTO managers were standing
room only, with about 300 examiners attending each briefing.
The crowds had diminished by half as of the fourth briefing,
as word spread through the examining corps, and attracted
far fewer by the last one. Examiners’ questions about
production dominated every session.


“If this had been the laptop pilot program seeking
volunteers, management would’ve had 300 sign up on the
first day,” commented one senior primary examiner.


Examiners Do the Math
Examiners are smart about their careers. As the


following letters show, many did the math and learned that
the Flat Goal program would penalize, rather than promote,
their production and career success, so they didn’t sign up.
On the other hand, those who volunteered for the program
likely calculated that they’d do well. With both trends, this
self-selected sample will produce pilot results that can only
rightly be used for a future voluntary program and not
extrapolated to the examining corps as a whole.


However, as one of the letter writers aptly noted, the
USPTO intends to use the results of the pilot to support its
move to a flat goal production system for all examiners. The
first objective outlined in the USPTO Strategic Plan for
2007-2012 includes an initiative to “Develop alternatives to
the current performance and bonus systems.”  (www.uspto.
gov/web/offices/com/strat2007/stratplan2007-2012.pdf)


Cut Losses and Move Forward
The USPTO has more and better options for providing


production incentives to examiners. POPA agrees with the


employee who wrote that an employee-friendly program
“that rewards instead of punishes” is well within the 
agency’s reach.


For example, POPA has repeatedly recommended
creating more levels of production awards. Currently exam -
iners receive a production award if they achieve 110 percent
of their production goal. If, after striving for a while, they
realize they can’t make that goal, they naturally think, “Why


knock myself out with all this
voluntary overtime if I can’t
get something for my effort?”
So their production drops to
a fully successful level.


If the USPTO creates
one or more intermediate
production awards—say at


105 percent or at every percen tage point over 100 percent—
it encourages examiners to try their best throughout the
quarter, rewarding them for every ounce of production
effort. The cumulative effect of so many exam iners giving so
many extra ounces every quarter would equal tons more
production—and a big boost to employee morale.


POPA stands ready to work with USPTO leaders to
design cost-effective production programs that reduce the
patent backlog while encouraging, rewarding and respecting
employees.


www.popa.org


Examiners Speak Out on Flat
Goal Pilot


The names of the examiners who authored the
following letters were withheld for their protection.


I won’t be going on the Flat Goal Pilot because, had
I done so last quarter, I would have been fired.


Using the flat rate calculations presented [by the
USPTO], I decided to see how I would have fared under
the proposed pilot.


Last quarter I used a fair amount of my accumulated
annual leave. I took nine days at the beginning of the
quarter and four days at the end, with perhaps a few days
or half days here and there.


I also had 69 hours of other time, which I used:
■ training two junior examiners (one probationary);


(continued on page 2)
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■ classifying new cases (I can generally process about 15
eDAN messages per hour. I usually go through 500-1,000
messages per quarter, so the seven hours allowed under
the Flat Goal Pilot is woefully inadequate.);


■ assuming amendments from examiners who left the
agency or who had family emergencies (I generally use
four hours of other time if I have to make these
amendments non-final due to new rejections. The Flat
Goal Pilot has no provision for this activity.); and


■ reopening prosecution on cases that have been returned
from the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences. My
group director and quality assurance specialist mandated
these reopenings due to changes in case law and
examining practice between the time that the cases were
sent to the Board and when they were ultimately
decided. For these cases, no counts remain and I generally
work six to eight hours per non-final action.


The above other time deductions are more than
reasonable; I usually ask for less time than I actually spend
as a courtesy to my supervisor.


According to the Flat Goal Pilot calculations, my
adjusted examining hours for last quarter would have been
385.3 hours. At an expectancy of 25.9 for a GS 12 and a
position factor of 1.4 for senior examiner, my expected
production units for last quarter would have been 20.8 PUs
for 100 percent.


My actual examining hours for last quarter were 266
hours, and my production units for last quarter were 15.0.
Under the Flat Goal Pilot, my percent of expectancy would
have been 72 percent!


Under the current system, my production was 104
percent. While I did not receive a bonus for the last quarter,
I was amply rewarded by being able to take a vacation,
assist my supervisor and technology center with their
quality and workflow management goals, and all without
getting fired!


I have heard many primary examiners speak in the
hallways about the Flat Goal Pilot. The consensus seems to
be that the pilot would result in a plethora of unsatisfactory
ratings, even for high-producing primaries, given its built-in
unrealistic goals regarding time needed for training,
classification and annual leave, to name just a few.


I hope other primary examiners will do similar
calculations and provide them to union and agency officials.
If primary examiners do the calculations, few, if any, will
enroll in the pilot program. This will severely skew the
pilot’s results and should be taken into account.


After using last quarter as evidence to make my case, I
do not wish to voluntarily enroll in a program that will drop
my production below 95 percent and lose my Maxiflex
privileges, at the very least.
—Senior Level Primary Examiner


*    *    *    *


For the record, I oppose the Flat Goal proposal for the
following reasons:
■ Flat goal will jack up production in an art where there is


already not enough examining time.
■ Will require even more voluntary overtime (this is the


strongest argument for a non-primary).
■ Fewer primaries will be available for mentoring (since


fewer will volunteer to do so under Flat Goal).
Mentoring will fall on the supervisor.


■ Flat Goal will not allow for much needed flexibility in
other time and quarterly production.


■ Being fully successful will require 100 percent.
■ Promotions to the next GS level will be more difficult to


get. —Examiner
*    *    *    *


I have recently come to understand the new Flat Goal
program and the impact it will have on an examiner. Based
on calculations and shared understandings with colleagues,
this program is really a way to up production for examiners.


First, in my art unit there is already not enough
examining time allotted. Under Flat Goal, I, as well as many
other examiners in my art, will be required to put in even
more voluntary overtime to meet goals, including basic
production requirements. Unlike much of management that
comes and leaves after a regular 8-hour workday, many if
not most examiners work well over the standard 40 hours
per week. My estimate is that most examiners work a solid
50-60 hours a week or spend even more time in the office
on issues not directly related to examining.


Of additional concern is the availability of primaries
and mentors if Flat Goal is invoked. From what colleagues
who mentor tell me, primaries will no longer wish to mentor
junior examiners or will be less available for questions and
discussion on cases. Mentoring will thus fall on the
supervisors who are already hardly available to work
directly with examiners on details of applications.


Flat Goal is really a dark cloud over the USPTO. As a
result of the docket work flow system, examiners need to
have flexibility with claiming other time and quarterly
production. With Flat Goal we will have to work ahead in
production before being able to take a well deserved
vacation, to which all employees are entitled.


Every year the requirements for examiners become
harder. It’s demoralizing that 100 percent will be set as a
minimum requirement and promotions will be more
difficult to attain. Instead of creating a Flat Goal for getting
more out of examiners, management should put thought
into creating a good, positive working environment, one
that rewards instead of punishes. Surely another program
that is employee friendly can be proposed to take care of
the patent backlog.—Examiner


Examiners Speak Out on Flat Goal Pilot (continued from page 1)
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Slow Computers for Hotelers? 
Let Them Eat Time, USPTO Says


The following is a verbatim e-mail to Patents Hoteling
Program participants in response to concerns about dawdling
remote connections to USPTO computers. Computer system
slowness cuts examiner productivity, but USPTO managers
essentially state that it’s not their problem—hoteling examin -
ers are expected to absorb time lost due to computer prob -
lems. Examiners considering hoteling need to understand this
aspect of the program before applying.


I have been informed of a slow response to system
performance when remoting into Office workstations. The
slowness has been traced to an incoming AT&T line at the
USPTO. The Office is currently working with AT&T to
correct the problem. Should you be experiencing unusual
slowness resulting in inefficiencies while working from
home, you may want to refer to the policy document that
gives you the option to come into the Office and work in a
hoteling room until the problem is resolved. If you have
been experiencing slow responses that have not yet been
reported, it would be beneficial to you and the program if
you could report your issue directly to the help desk at 571-
272-9000 or (toll free) 1-877-786-3721 or via e-mail at
helpdesk 9000. Here is the policy:


In the event that remote access or equipment problems
prohibit working at an alternate work site, the Agency may
direct affected employees to report to the USPTO work site,
change their work schedule or request appropriate leave, at
the employee’s option. Thanks. 
Larry I. Schwartz, Project Team Leader – Telework Program


POPA Budget — 2006 –2007
This report includes income and expendi tures of the


Association as of Dec. 31, 2006, and the 2007 Association
budget approved by the Executive Committee.


Income 2006 Actual 2007 Budget
Dues $ 202,190.00 $ 202,800.00
Interest $     5,448.95 $     5,200.00
Total Income $ 207,638.95 $ 208,000.00
Expenditures
Litigation, Lobbying $ 108,754.14 $ 125,000.00
Newsletter $   33,931.08 $   33,000.00
National Activities $        685.00 $     2,000.00
Training & Conferences $     4,470.50 $     6,000.00
Legal Info. Resources $     7,248.35 $     9,000.00
Elections* $     2,810.95 $                0
Administrative $   10,913.33 $   13,800.00
Membership Services $     6,531.21 $     9,000.00
Membership Meetings $     2,439.15 $     3,000.00
Capital Expenditures $     3,953.07 $     7,000.00
Total Expenditures $ 181,736.78 $ 207,800.00
Net to Reserve $   25,902.17 $ 200.00
* Election expenses are incurred only in even numbered years.
Notes: National Activities: Membership dues for national organizations
such as Public Employees Roundtable and Society of Federal Employ -
ee and Labor Relations Professionals. Administrative: Includes expenses
for accounting, secretarial, postage, office supplies and equip ment.
Membership Services: Membership incentives and participation in
USPTO Community Day.


Thanks for the Memories — and
the Hardware and Software
The USPTO has reclassified over 100 employees in the


Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO) from the
1550 job series into the 2210 job series, thereby removing
them from the POPA bargaining unit.


POPA and its members want to thank the OCIO
personnel for their dedication, professionalism and expertise
in developing, maintaining and upgrading the patent search
systems over the years.


Several years back, former CIO Dennis Shaw acted to
upgrade many OCIO personnel to the 1550 series by
offering them necessary training. Many OCIO personnel
took advantage of this coursework and subsequently
qualified for the 1550 series and the opportunity to advance
to the GS-14 level. This improved the morale of the OCIO
professionals and provided the USPTO with a very stable,
extremely experienced group of IT professionals to develop
and maintain the USPTO’s many highly complex automated
search and information systems. This approach worked well
for the USPTO and for patent examiners who have had to
rely more and more on electronic tools to do their work.


OCIO employees have done a very good job in
maintaining the computer search systems and keeping them
up and running for the use of the examiners over the years.


Special thanks to Terri Schenk of OCIO for her work on
behalf of fellow OCIO employees and for representing them
on the POPA Executive Committee.


OCIO Employees Take Hit on
Ratings, Awards


USPTO actions with OCIO personnel indicate that
senior agency officials and OCIO management intend to
discourage OCIO personnel from staying with the
agency.


The USPTO arbitrarily determined that too many
outstanding ratings and awards were being paid to OCIO
personnel. OCIO management followed through and
reduced the number of outstanding ratings, prompting
many complaints from long-time award recipients.


OCIO management systematically down-rated
OCIO personnel. Some people deemed outstanding over
several years suddenly found their ratings lowered to
fully successful and therefore not qualified to receive
even the minimum monetary award. Many were told not
to worry because fully successful is a good rating.


Adding insult to injury, the USPTO determined that
many OCIO personnel should no longer be classified as
professionals within the POPA bargaining unit and
reclassified most of those in the GS-1550 positions.
Several employees sought POPA’s help with their ratings
and POPA has grievances pending on their behalf. 
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An international coalition of patent examiners’
organizations, including POPA, signed and delivered a joint
letter April 13 to their respective government agency leaders
urging serious measures to maintain meaningful protection
of intellectual property.


The letter was based in part on topics discussed during a
March meeting hosted by POPA, with representatives of the
Central Staff Committee of the European Patent Office and
the Professional Institute of the Public Service of Canada,
Canadian Intellectual Property Office.


Over several days of meetings in Northern Virginia, the
employees’ organization representatives discussed
similarities and differences among their patent practices and
exchanged ideas for solving problems common to all.
USPTO Director Jon Dudas visited with the delegation
during their time here and answered questions.


As might be expected in a meeting of examiner repre -
sentatives, discussions focused on production requirements.
While our foreign colleagues learned of the implications of
the USPTO’s flat goal program, POPA learned of EPO
management’s plan to increase individual examiner produc -
tion requirements. In both cases, it was obvious that the
increased production requirements would adversely impact
examination quality. In contrast, Canadian examiners have
production goals comparable to the USPTO, but are not cur -
rently facing management initiatives to increase produc tion.


In the letter, the patent professionals asked their patent
office leaders to uphold patent system integrity through
several actions:


■ Allot more time to examine patent applications. The need
for additional time has not abated with new technology.
POPA estimates 10 percent to 20 percent more hours
must be added to the currently allowed 20.4-hour average
per case to assure continued patent quality.


■ Balance incentive systems to equally reward allowances
and rejections.


■ Ensure that all patents are granted through independent
examination without political interference. 


■ Grant more time for examiner technological, legal and
examination training.


■ Strengthen standards of patentability by enabling
examiners to reject a patent application more easily based
on a combination of references.


■ Encourage collaboration with employee organizations
rather than accepting adversarial relations. Instead of
sinking millions in agency funds into trying to break
employee unions, patent offices would benefit from
tapping the experience of employee organizations to
improve the examination process.


Increasing Production Standards at EPO 
To better understand the impact of increasing emphasis


on production, the Staff Union of the European Patent
Office (SUEPO) commissioned an academic study to review
the relevant scientific literature in two main categories:
■ The economic objectives of patents and the role of patent


examination with respect to the patent system.
(continued on page 8)
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International Examiners’ Reps Appeal to Patent Offices


Representatives from international patent examiners’ organizations met in Northern Virginia in March and held one session with USPTO
Director Jon Dudas. Sitting (L-R): Edward Daintith, Chairman, Central Staff Committee of the European Patent Office (CSC, EPO); Jon
Dudas, Director, USPTO; Robert Budens, President, POPA; Gaetan Provencher, Steward, the Professional Institute of the Public Service of
Canada, Canadian Intellectual Property Office (PIPSC, CIPO). Standing (L-R):  Howard Locker, Secretary, POPA; Randy Myers, Trea-
surer, POPA; Christian Schaeffler, Secretary, CSC, EPO; Larry Oresky, Vice President, POPA; Elizabeth Hardon, Vice Chairman (Munich),
CSC, EPO; Jesus Areso, Vice Chairman (The Hague), CSC, EPO; Pam Schwartz, Asst. Secretary, POPA.
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Examiner Not Guilty of Criminal
Time Reporting Charges


A Virginia jury acquitted a former patent examiner of
criminal larceny charges for allegedly collecting pay for
work not done. The charges were based on discrepancies
between the examiner’s turnstile records and her time
sheets. Following a two-and-a-half day trial, the jury
returned the verdict after deliberating only 15 minutes. The
jury foreman later apologized to the examiner, saying the
jury was sorry she’d had to go through the ordeal.


The Department of Commerce Inspector General’s
Office (IG), with USPTO assistance, initiated the criminal
investigation against the examiner, who holds a medical
degree, a law degree, and who consistently produced at a
level above 130 percent for the agency. For three years
(2003-2005) the employee was awarded outstanding job
evaluations with commendable quality by two supervisors.


Then she got a new supervisor and her work life took a
decided turn for the worse. Difficulties with new supervisor
Kevin Sirmons began the first biweek after he took over her
art unit in October 2005. Sirmons was often away from his
office during that time. As previous supervisors had
authorized and without any indication to the contrary from
Sirmons, the examiner had a senior primary examiner
review and sign applications in Sirmons’ absence and
submitted them for production credit. Sirmons held them
until “count Monday,” the submission deadline day when,
without a word to the examiner, he left them in her office
with the primary examiner’s approving signature crossed
out. She, as a result, had abysmally low production that
biweek. He told her he was upset she had gone to the
primary examiner and that, on his watch, everything had to
go through him.


The relationship was off to a rocky start. The examiner
tried to get out but was not allowed to transfer to another
art unit. Two months of continuous difficulties with Sirmons
brought the examiner to a level of frustration she could not
tolerate. She went on annual leave in December 2005 and
subsequently resigned from the USPTO in January 2006.


In June 2006 IG Special Agent Rachel Ondrik paid a
surprise visit to the examiner at home and asked about her
time accounting. Ondrik indicated that there were a number
of discrepancies between the examiner’s badge-in, badge-out
turnstile records and the time she reported on her time and
attendance forms. Ondrik questioned other USPTO
examiners in their offices about this case in ways that they
described as witness intimidation. (See POPA News, Jan.
2007.) The Commonwealth of Virginia arrested the
examiner in July 2006 on charges of obtaining money, and
attempting to obtain money, under false pretenses. The trial
was held in January 2007.


Ondrik testified at the trial that one of the examiner’s
earlier supervisors “had warned her that those turnstile
records could be audited and her time sheets should match
them.” The examiner testified that she had never been so
warned. Interestingly, USPTO Director of Security and
Safety J. R. Garland testified at the trial that the turnstile
design was not intended for time keeping purposes. (See
following article.)


Trial evidence and testimony showed that the defendant
had spent some mornings working from her parents’ home
because of difficulties with her pregnancy. She would then
go into the agency in the late mornings or early afternoons
to complete her work. She would claim the full number of
hours she had worked, even though witnesses testified that
she had not received prior approval to telework 


(continued on page 8)
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The Commonwealth of Virginia called USPTO
Director of Security and Safety J. R. Garland as a
prosecution witness during the trial of an examiner for
alleged theft through improper time reporting. On cross
examination, as noted in the following verbatim excerpt
from the trial transcript, Mr. Garland explained the intent of
the turnstile design versus its current time keeping use.


Q: How do you use this system for time and attendance
records?
Garland: I don’t know what you mean, sir. I don’t use it for
time and attendance records. I use it as a security system.
Q: It’s a security system.
Garland: Yes, sir.
Q: It’s not a time and attendance system?
Garland: No, sir. It just records times people come and go.
Q: And you are the person who is in charge of this system;
correct? Were you part of the—were you involved in the


implementation of the system at the new Carlyle complex?
Garland: Yes, sir.
Q: And it was never intended to be a time and attendance
system, was it?
Mr. Casey [the prosecutor]: Judge, objection to relevance.
Mr. Schertler [the defense attorney questioning Garland]:
That’s what they’re using it for.
The Court: Overruled.
Garland: I can’t speak to everybody’s intentions.
Q by Mr. Schertler: You’re the man in charge of it.
Garland: I didn’t intend on it for time and attendance. For
security. Not for people’s times.
Q: And you don’t give this out every two weeks to the
patent examiners and PTO employees, so that they can
prepare their time and attendance sheets using the security
system, do you?
Garland: No, sir. I do not.


Turnstiles — For Security, Not Time Keeping
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Impasses Panel Supports 
POPA’s Take on Negotiations


Ground Rules
POPA-USPTO contract negotiations are about to begin


since the Federal Service Impasses Panel (FSIP) recently
determined not to decide a ground rules dispute between
the two parties.


The USPTO had asked the panel to rule that, if the
agency head disapproved parts of the resulting negotiated
contract, those parts would be renegotiated while the rest of
the contract was implemented. POPA objected to such a
ground rules change because it would enable the USPTO to
pick out and eliminate those parts more favorable to
employees while maintaining and implementing those parts
more favorable to the agency. In essence, the agency wanted
a line-item veto over any contract provision it didn’t like.
This would negate the collective bargaining process.


Current federal labor law requires that, if a contract
provision is disapproved on agency head review, the entire
agreement does not go into effect, not just the disapproved
provision. Then the parties need to go back to negotiations
with the entire agreement open for discussion. This process
insures that the final agreement represents a balance of give-
and-take compromises for both the agency and employees.


POPA and the USPTO previously reached agreement
on all other ground rules provisions, but remained at
impasse over the agency’s proposed process for agency head
review. POPA argued to the FSIP that the agency’s
proposed ground rule would waive the union’s statutory
right to renegotiate the agreement — a right the FSIP did
not have the authority to waive.


The FSIP found for POPA by refusing to take jurisdic -
tion of the impasse. The remaining ground rules stand,
putting contract negotiations on track for this summer.


Patent Office Professional Association
Letters from readers are welcome. Address to:


The Editor, Patent Office Professional Association,
P.O. Box 2745, Arlington, VA 22202 


Officers
Robert D. Budens, President, (571) 272-0897


Lawrence J. Oresky
Vice President/Director of Grievances, (571) 272-6930


Howard Locker, Secretary/
Director of Adverse Action Challenges, (571) 272-0980


Pamela R. Schwartz, Assistant Secretary/
Director of Unfair Labor Practices, (571) 272-1528


Randy Myers, Treasurer, (571) 272-7526


Visit us on the Web at http://www.popa.org
© 2007 Patent Office Professional Association


International Examiners’ Reps
Appeal to Patent Offices 
(continued from page 4)


■ The role of incentives within organizations and the extent
to which different kinds of incentives are appropriate for
the EPO.


The main findings of the report are:
■ The standard of patentability is a key element in the


system.
■ Too high or too low of a standard will have adverse


consequences on the system.
■ There is an inherent relationship between quality and


quantity and it is important to achieve an appropriate
balance.


■ A decline in quality has the potential for increasing
workload.  Applicants’ perception of a lowered standard
of patentability may induce a rise in the number of low-
quality applications.


■ Examiners are interdependent. Speeding up the work of
one could slow down the work of others.


■ There needs to be an appropriate balance between
implicit incentives that function via performance appraisal
and the esteem of peers and explicit incentives such as
extra payments for higher production.


POPA’s impression of the bottom line of this report is: It
is in the best interest of the patent system to give examiners
sufficient time to do a quality job.


A complete copy of the SUEPO study is available at
http://idea.fr/doc/by/seabright/ report_epo.pdf.
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(the hoteling program didn’t exist at the time). During the
times in question, the examiner maintained an outstanding
production level in excess of 130 percent, the maximum
percentage for which the USPTO pays examiners.


Other evidence at trial established that some of the
turnstile records did not represent an accurate record of
employees’ time and attendance. Testimony showed that, on
more than one occasion, the examiner was logged in and
working on USPTO computers (something she could not
have done remotely) while turnstile records indicated that
she was not in the buildings. The evidence proved that the
turnstile records, while perhaps useful for security purposes,
could not be relied upon for employee attendance. 


The jury recognized that, while the examiner may have
violated an agency policy on telework, her actions were not
criminal. The examiner had indeed given the USPTO every
bit of work it paid her for plus more.


After the verdict, the jury foreman approached the
defendant to say that he and the jury were sorry that the
examiner and her family had to go through the trial. 


Examiner Not Guilty of Criminal
Time Reporting Charges
(continued from page 7)
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